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PREFACE
The Seasat satellite was launched at 01:12:44 GMT on 27 June 1978. 	 from the
Western Test Range at Vandenberg; Air Force Base, Lompoc, California. The space-
craft was injected into Earth orbit to demonstrate techniques for global monitor-
ing o: the dynamics c b: the air-sea interface and to explore operational applica-
tions. To achieve these objectives, a payload of sensors emphasizing all-weather,
active and passive microwave capabilities was carried on the satellite. The
mission wens prematurely terminated on 10 OL,ober 1978 after 106 days of operation
by a catastrophic failure in the satellite power subsystem.
Major mission accomplishments were:
(1) Demonstration of the orbital techniques required to support the
mission and sensor operations.
(2) Demonstration of the simultaneous operation of all sensors for
periods of time significant to global monitoring.
(3) The collection of an important data set for sensor evaluation and
cientific use.
The early mission termination precluded:
(1) Demonstration of the planned operational features of the end-to-end
data system.
(2) Collection of a global data set to meet overall geodetic and
seasonal objectives and plans.
This report, in four volumes, includes results of the sensor evaluations
and some preliminary scientific results from the initial experiment team activi-
ties. Scientific and applications studies will continue through FY 80, and will
be included in the final version of this report.
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ABSTRACT
On 7 .July 1978 all senors had been turned on, and Seasat began its
successful mission. The attitude record from that date to the end of the mission
has been archived on magnetic: tape. In addition, a plot has been made of the
available attitude data from each of the :1360 orbital revolutions, one plot per
revolution, provided as a supplement to this report.
Attitude behavior tended to be quite repetitive, revolution to revolution
and clay to day, for many days at a time. There were four major mission segments
in this; respect, each of which has been characterized by a single whole-revolution
plot in pitch, roll and yaw. Each of these graphs shows the mean function of
orbital phase, mean ± standard deviation of attitude variation, and the en-%,elope
of extreme values. The overall characteristics of attitude behavior can be
inferred from these curves without reference to the individual revolution plots.
The Seasat sun sensors constituter) the only source of yaw attitude data. Tha
sensor fields-of-view limited direct yaw measurement to about half of the mission
time, though each 6040-s revolution had at least a 900-s period of such measure-
ment. Yaw data gaps caused by those limits were filled by use of a suboptimal
interpolation algorithm.
Of the four sun sensor heads, three observed the sun during the abbreviated
mission and two of those showed misalignments on the order of 1/4 deg. compara-
tive analysis of data from one of the two misaligned heads produced an alignment
calibration of accuracy sufficient to correct all the data from this head. The
other misaligned head affected yaw accuracy during part of each revolution in the
last nine days of the mission.
The 3o accuracy of attitude determination (AD) was about 0.25 deg in pitch,
0.16 deg in roll, and between 0.05 and 0.31 deg in yaw. Pitch and roll. AD
accuracy varied 25 to 50 percent with latitude, due to "cold cloud" error effects
largely confined to lower latitudes. Yaw AD accuracy varied with sun position in
the sensor field-of-view, cross-coupling of pitch and roll AD error into yaw, and
alignment accuracy of the sensor head. Accuracy of yaw data gap interpolation was
0.6 to 2.0 deg Do) in the middle part of the mission, when the right Scanwheel
experienced periodic sun interference, and the accuracy was 0.95 deg (30) in the
latter, quiescent part of thr; mission.
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I N'I'Itt MUC f I oN
'Fit i1, volume d0cunu o nLs the actual implementation of the Sc'aaat Attitude
DOLel'liliMIt1oil (AD) s y stenl allcl the collt ell ts of the. attitude data files generated
by that system. Also included are the deviations from plan caused by the
anomalous sun interference with horizon sensors, inflil>.ht c • ;Ilibratio11 of sun
sensor head 2 al i;tnnlent and horl1.oil sensor biases, est 1M;It ion of yaw ill terpola-
t!oil pal'ameLel'S, :;1111 ;llld horizon sen:;c)r el - 1'01' sourecs, ;ill(] Vaw Ill LOrpoIal_ion
accuracy.	 I 0 are :*,iven 0f I'1 1 g1 It	 t  itudc• data frontfrol 1 mocks of the
Orbital Attitude CoilLrol S y sLoill (OACS), of Lhe ground processin}, of lects oil
attitude data, Mid 01 "cold c1011d" efl'0CLs oil pitch and 17011 data.	 Alth oug }1
not formally publ ished, a supplemental :'et of plots, one (or eioli orbital revolu-
tion, ha:: helm dSS01111) led for it II definitive attitude data from 7 .luly 1978 (day
188) Lllroln',11 LIW end 0f the miss 1oil oil 10 October 1978 (clay 283).-;
The Seasat attitude control subsystem controlled tho I i; ILeIIiLe actively in
pitch and roll usiug error signals referenced to thc- hor1zon (see Sec LiOn 1I of
\'olllme II). 1'41w was maintained in a stable condition by 1)itctl' moment uin bias that
cross-coupled y;Iw momentum into roll momentum ;ls the sate111te tit ovo(I ;Irolind the
ol'bit.
Knowledge of satellite attitude was required to ,I 	 ;accuracy than
control to properly locate the sensor measurements on the I:artn's surfnc,e and to
provide inputs for SASS data processing. The mission specification required:
0.5 ((11- (3a) fov control about each of the spacecraft control axes, and 0.2 deg
(1':) for determination about any axis.
Because of resource limits, the reference source se 1 ectecl for yaw was ,I
of sun sensors, which provided only partial coverage during the mission. The
expectation was, that the. requirements could be met for all those times at which
still
	
information was available from these sensor:;. At other times, yaw
attitude would be estimated by interpolation techniques, and the requirements for
attitude knowledge would not be met completely.
During the mission, several anomal.ie,­ were encountered (sc;e Section VII of
Volume 11) that further : , ffected the attitude control and knowledge accuracy.
liecause of these events and the importance of attitude knowledge to this user
of the sensor data, a special effort has been made to describe the actual. attitude
history for the mission and to estimate the associated errors. The results of this
work are summarized in the following sections, and attitude histories are being
made available as part of the basic data record.
*In custody of Dr. Hiroshi Ohtakay, Guidance and Control Section (343), .Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91.103.
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Other activities of this project are documented in separate volumes of this
series:
Volume 1	 Program Summary
Volume I1	 Flight Syste,ns
Volume III	 Ground Systems
Abbreviations and acronyms used in this volume are defined in the appendix.
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Iil S('1:11 1 ' ITN OF Ali ;;YSTIFAt
"flit' ;;t asat All :; y :;t vm (Rt'1 vrvnt'r 0 1) , for l t lll post :, of thin tt'lhtrl ,
von1';ist t'tl of t hat sa t' i 1 i t t' hartlwar y an d t;round I t l'ttt vsw inl; No I l Watt' which i ro-
y ltlt'tl :;at t'l l i t l' ttrit'lit at ion inf ormation i n it ta 'ttt't 'nt ► ' 'it' orb ital tl'l t'tt'nvv I I',mv.
'flit' lnllul :t to (ht' :wst t'm writ' I N sun, Mirth hor i von, and nnl rl l t t v t'n y i rt111mont .
Tbt' out put was a not of t dill' ol'd'rod ort imalt':; and vorrt':;i t ttlltling hilt ortaintt it':;
of t bt' tt t I :;t'I an;tl t':; bvt wt't'n IN Sa t t' i l I t t' Al i gnmt`lit Rt' I t'rt'nt't' Axvs (SARA) and
tho ;;ooVollt l tt' orb ital l't'l vronvv axt':;. 	 Tho I; y :;t vm bard art' t'onn i:;t t'tl of ill l l
tlltlt' -w11:;ttr:;	 (Iwt t	i I I I l'.lrod hoI'i.:t i ll Nt'.illnt'l':; .slid	 twit ;;t'l:; tt1	 :;1111	 1!,1) t 't`t
	
:;('ll:'t)I
;Intl t K i t t' i t'r t ron i t • :; , t t' 1 omv t ry nvu t t'm, .uitl :;r i rllr r i n:; t runit'n t :; , and t bt' :;.1 t t' l ,
11tt' :;l flit'tlift' on whi t'll ill y liordwaro Waln Iiloulll t'tl .	 Tlw grolnitl :;ot (jJat'(' t'tttl
:;i:;tt'tl of	 illy 11t'i inil i y t' rat l illicit' lit ivrminal iron (11.111) software that provided a
tine' hiHtttry of	 lilt' attitutit' of illy :;alt'ilitr rt'Irrt'lirt' axr:; in lllr farm of
d igita l t't'11 pu p y r tape Mos.	 IM SC 111'tt y 1 tlt'tl l lit' ba rtlwa ry awl i SFC den i I;ilt't1 , bu i l l ,
opo rat t'tl, .Intl maintaint'tl Ilit' i; ► 't t "wl sot lwarv.	 'flit` DAD tal c s' l tit`:; Wt`1't' input	 it)
tilt' .I1'i. i oot hr'► nt tlt'l t' minat ion :;ul twar y in support of :;r it'ill i t lt' :;t'11:;tti' dol a
1lrttt't':;:; ing.
A.	 t'lk RD I N: TE. :;1';;'1'1?rl:;
F lgui't' a I (Rt' It't't'nvo 0 0) shows llit' on orb it conl igulat ion of ( lit` ;;t'a:;al
. a; t • I 1 i lt'. Nominal .;p.lt't't'l;il l t xvs Wo, 1' t1 , and 20) aro it ono I i tt'tl in l br i ig.,
urt' rt'lat i 1't' t t1 for I light 11:1tli anti Dartb (nadir) Wont ions.
1.	 Sa t t' I I i t t' A I i 1;11111t'11 t	 Rt' I t'rrnrr A\(,,.,,
li.l:;t'tl till know 1 t'tl;;t' of , IiHitiu 1 1 ► 't 1 1 1 t' 1't it's 1't' 1 a t 1 y t' to t lit` r1gona };t'ttmm t' i t'
a\t':; (tlirt t lt;,b :;lttit'oora l t drawings). Ihv oriontat loll of the t ty oral l spat`t't rai l
principal l\t'N (111't'tllt'lt'tl) was itnown to :;ttmv at't'urat' y .	 SARA (RvIvrt'nvv a l),
a 00111'01lit'ilt stilt iral tool rt'lt'1't'nvv bale, was tlt'l int'tl within (ilt` alignment tool.
It 1t;1:; dot lllt'tl by a tttt tit itln rt'lat 1vv to tho t rail:;i orrt'tl :;11at't'rrai t tt'tt'tvnct,
.1\t':; that alignt'tl SARA to tilt' llrt'tiirtrti tlrit'ntat ion of tho spat't'rrall principal
a\t':;.	 Tho pi't'tl it's t'tl principali  axon wvro t°tillt't'l t'tl to I to \Jilt ill 0. 1 t1vg W),) uI
( 110 t lilt' "PaL, voral t principal axt':;.	 In any t'asv, SARA was tilt ► 'vl v i t'nvv I 1 amo
to whic h al l
 
t ) I lit` r i't' t t'ronv o 11'all vs ombt'tltlt'tl In :;11t't' i t to hardwo i o hi`l't' rota,.,
i iona l l y al i,;nctl.	 In f 1 ight , SARA was actually iutlt't rrminat t', but it could ht'
tt't' roa t od wit h sur f l c l tilt ac'c'urac y by ul;t' of tho grt ? lind-mt'avurt'tl all };I1111m trans-
formations. 
	
Ill lilt' ca:;t' of lain :;cnsor hvatl 2, this wilt; all}mvntt'tl b y inl l ight
cal ibrat ion, which wi 1 1 ht' tli:;ru: sod in :;ubsvqut'nt :1rrt ion:;.
Orb it Rt't t'rt'nt't' :1xvs (t;t'ovvnI rIc, t;t't l tlt't lt')
:1:. charactorPod in Rcit'rcnct` 1-4, t1ioso ctlttrtlinatt' s ystoms wi'l't' orbil-
ticpt'ntlt'ut.	 Morally, Lho X-axis pt,ini t'tl In tho tiirt'rti ttn o f flight and was
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contained in the orbit plane, the 1-axis pointed in L.11e direction oplloSite of
the orbit lllutlIL'ntiml vector, and the. 7.-axis pointed in the direction of the Earth.
Fur the 1;eorentric orbfL reference System, the 1.-axis pointed to the center of
the Earth (where the Earth rotation axis I tit. ersocts the equatorial plane), or
the d,-axis waS the nel,ative of the orbit radius (position) unit vector. With
the Y-axis parallel to the negative of the orbit normal, the X-axis was derived
from the Y and 1. axes, and was approximaLely III 	 inertial direction of flight.
For the getldetiC. cllll ydinate reference frame, the 'l.-axis was point'inq to the
Earth, but. it was normal to the local lIOriZOnLal plane at the subsatel l ite
point. 'The oblateness of the Earth caused a posiLion-dependent angular offset
betweell 010 gQOdLLi.k, and F,,ellConLrIc coordinates.
B.	 ATTITUDE DETI:RMINATI_ON HARDWARE AND SOF'IVARE,
Figures 2-2 and 2-3 (from Reference 2-2) S110%, the l(lcaticlllS and orienta-
tion of the Scanwlleel.^ horizon sensors and the sun sensors On tllc' SOaSat Space-
craft.. Table 2-I (from Reference 2-5) Shows the actual alignment of  this
hardware with re;tpect. LO SARA aS measured on the ground before 1111I1Cll. These
alignment values were taken Into CUllsideration iIl the ground pI't)cleSSing; of flight
.Ittitudo teleliuotry.
1.	 lioriwn Sensors (Scanwhee.ls)
References 2-1. and 2-2 give detailed descriptions of the dositin and nomi-
Ilal operation of the Scanwheels. These devices provided the nadir reference for
the VACS as well as the prime Source of pitch and roll attitude data.
a.	 Pitch and Roll. AD Accuracy Augmentation. If the horizon sensors
were able to operate as a pair with no deviation from Nominal design parameters,
they would provide a geodetic reference to the OACS. Since the ground footprint
Software for science data processing regllires attitude in geocentric coordinates,
the least possible processing of pitch and roll, attitude data would be the con-
version from geodetic to geocentric coordiIlates. However, pre-launch analyses
of horizon sensor error sources (References 2-6 and 2-7) revealed tlle' need to
augment pitch and roll AD accuracy with additional ground processing;. Accord-
ingly, t.SFC built several extra capabilities into their ground AD software,
including; horizon Sensor bias determination (Reference 2-8), and corrections
(Reference 2-2) for biases and errors Induced by s ystematic horizon radiance
variations, orbital. altitude variation, and Earth oblateness.
'Table 2-2) Shows the results of the Scanwheel. bins determinations performed
during; the mission. The first set of results was obtained from the mission
period immediately after reliable OACS operation was established on the riglit
(single) Scanwheel, during; which time the prime Control I,ogLc Assembly (CI,A)
*Tradename of Ithaeo, Inc.
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power supply 1 was operating continuously. During days 2`20 and '2?1, still
interference with the Scanwheels resumed, and efforts to discover a favorable
operating mode resulted in a permanent switch to CLA power supply 2. Redeter-
mination of biases subsequent to that switch showed an unexpectedly significant
difference. in roll, apparently caused by the switch in power supplies. Defini-
tive attitude processing corrected pitch aIld roll telemetry datafor biases as
,I 	 of the CLA power supply, as shown in Table 2-2. Both sets of biases
were obtained from stilt sensor head l telemetry data.
Figure 2-4 shows typical factors that were added to pitch and roll tolem-
etrV data to correct for the effects of Earth oblateness and SV`iLO111atic horizon
radiance V411- latiOns in both axes, and for the effects of altitude variation in
roll. Thfs latLel- effect is due to orbital eccentricity and to differences
between the mean orbital a p titude and the altitude implied by the bias voltage,
Which in the VACS replaced the left Scanwhee'l attitude signal. In the nominal
dual-5canwheel mode, such variations would have had no effect to first order,
since the same effect occurred on both sensors and they would have been auto-
maLically nulled by the diiterencing performed in onboard roll signal processing.
The single sensor mode in which Seasat was operated made roll subject to signif-
icant altitude effects, as can be seen from the typical function (taken from a
single revolution on 22 August 1978) shown in Figure 2-4. Actual correction for
this effect was computed from the difference between 7168 lcm (3864 nm) and the
actual. satellite orbital. radius; the actual radius was obtained from the defini-
tive orbital ephemeris determined by GSFC for each revolution. 'Therefore, the
correction applied to roll. for this eifect varied in phase and amplitude from
that shown in Figure 2-4. Oblateness effects were also computed from definitive
orbit data; these effects depended on the latitude of the subsatellite point,
which is essentially normalized in Figure 2-4, so the actual oblateness correc-
tion varied only slightly from that shown.
Figure 2-5 gives examples, for 3 months, of the corrections added to pitch
and roll telemetry data for AD errors induced by variations in horizon radiance.
'.These corrections are speci'fic.Illy for right (single) Scanwheel operation, and
are significantly different in roll than would be necessar y (and were planned)
for nominal dual.-Scanwheel. operation. The analyses reported in Reference 2-2
were reworked by GSFC immediately after the Seasat launch, when it became appar-
ent that the nominal mode could not be used. This report, and the GSFC mission
report, are. the first documentations of the results of those reworked analyses.
All definitive attitude files released in final form by GSFC were corrected with
factors appropriate for single Scanwheel. operation.
h.	 Example of Pitch and Roll. Flight Data. Figure 2-6 shows, as an
example, pitch and roll data from a single revolution (172) from day 190 (9 July
1978), both with and without corrections. Bath plats were made from data at 5-s
intervals, but a 5-s runni.ng average filter was used on the uncorrected graph,
and a similar 120-s filter on the fully corrected plot. The latter movie was
used for all. definitive attitude files from clay 188 through the end of the
mission.
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Figure 2-5. Horizon Radiance Corrections
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'Ihv effects of pitch bias and oblateness corrections are easily seen from
compai icons of Figures 2-+ and 2-6; this comparison for roll is not as obvious
since the correction for altitude in Figure 2-4 is not the correct phase for
rev 172, but the oblateness effect: is fairly clear, "Cold cloud" effects are
discussed in detail in Reference 2 -9 belt, as an cxample, note the positive
0.08-d eg, triaing ular fI nct ion that occurs simultaneously in both axon at about
6100 s of day; this is the effect of a :-small cold feature observed by the
threshold- setting; portion of the trail ing; edge field of view (FOV) of the right
Scanwheo 1 . The 120-s Tuna ` ag; overag o has reduced the result inn at e i tulle deter-
mination error tram 0.08 W to 0.03 deg*,, a reduction of about 60 percent.
Shorter duraLion features would be filtered out more heavily, while longer dura-
tion features would have only their high-frequency components smoothed out. The
ef fects on AD accurocy of the running; average filter are discussed later.
^.	 Sun Seniors,
The Adcole sun sensor System consisted of two acts, each set containing; two
2-axis sun sensor heads (Figure -7) and an electronics package to condition the
senor signals for digital telemetry. The resolution fo r each sensor axis was
1/25b deg,, and the absolute accuracy was 0.05 deg (3a) relative to the alignment
mirrors. `these Sensors were not a part of the GAGS, W were used only for yaw
attitude determination and horizon sensor bids determination.
a. San Sensor Coordinate System. The sun sensor coordinate system
(Reference 2-2T wIs def fined so that the positive 7.s-axis was directed along; the
optical boresLght of the sensor. The Xs and Y. axes defined a plane normal to
the Zs-axis and were oriented as follows. The transformation from the SARA to
the sensor axes was defined by an ordered 3-2-3 Euler rotation: clock angle
rotation of the sensor about the SARA positive Z-axis, followed by a cone angle
rotation about the new positive Y-axis, followed by a twist angle of -90 deg
about the new Z-axis as ahol^n2 in Figure 2-8. The difference between the measured
twist angle and -90 4	 is defined as the rotation angle. The Xs-axis is
collinear with slit 0,r' the two-axis sun sensor, and the Ys-axis is collinear
with slit A of the sun sensor as shown in Figure 2-9. Pro-launch measured align-
ment angles of these sensor axes with respect to SARA are given in Table 2-1.
b. Sun Sensor FO l-ds-of-View. Figure 2-10 shows the FOV for each of
the foul- sun sensor heads in the system. The coordinate system is spacecraft
SARA, in a polar presentation with zenith (180-deg; cone) at the center. The
locus of nominal sun positions is given at intervals of 4 deg; in sun beta angle
over the course of the mission. Nolte that sensor head 4 never saw the sun,
because the mission ended prematurely. The Locations of the heads were chosen
during, the design phase to:
(1) Maximize the mission time for which the sun would be visible
to the sensors.
(2) Fissure that every orbital revolution could have some sun
observability.
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(3) Ensure a small FOV overlap between heads, where practicable;
for relative calibration purposes.
(4) Keep all, spacecraft structure out of the 64- by 64-deg FOV to
avoid any interference or glint problems.
The final selected orientation met all of these criteria in a suboptimal, but
acceptable manner.
Figure 2-11 presents nominal. sun sensor coverage as a function of mission
time. Coverage is defined here as the time from ascending node and the subsatel-
lite latitude over which a sun sensor (identified by number) could observe the
sun, given the nominal 64- by 64-deg FOV, no significant attitude deviations, and
expected sun beta angle at the time. Note the slight overlap of Wads 1 and 2
near day 240. The meandering double Line curves denote the times when the sun
was within 1.5 deg of the right Scanwheel FOV, which will be discussed later.
In flight, the sun sensor FOV had to be cut off at 30 deb; from boresight,
leaving a 60- by 60-deg FOV. This was done by setting appropriate limit para-
meters in GSFC ground software. The cause. for this action, which significantly
reduced the mission time of sun observability, was that the sun sensor system
produced telemetry signals for sun positions outside the ±32-deg boundary, and
these signals were indistinguishable per se from honest readings for sun posi-
tions within the 30- to 32-deg band. That this could happen was apparently
understood by LMSC and Adcole early in the design phase, but was not adequately
communicated by them to JPL and GSFC. As a result, GSFC software as delivered
incorporated no procedure for resolving the data ambiguity. When the problem
was discovered, no time or resources could be committed to make the required
software changes, so amputation was accepted as an expedient fix. It was still
possible to reclaim this data through expert intervention by the software
operator, but this resource-intensive method was used only for special occasions,
such as for saving the FOV overlap region betweens pleads 1. and 2 for calibration
purposes. Figure 2-10 shows both the nominal. 64- by 64-deg FOV and the 60- by
60-deg FOV realized in flight. (See Section 3.1.1 of Reference 2-9 for a
detailed discussion of this problem.)
Actual sun coverage was affected by attitude deviations near the FOV
boundary and by loss of telemetry data for any number of reasons. Figure 2-1.2
shows the actual sun coverage boundaries experienced on the mission, plus many,
but not all, data gaps due to other causes and an outline of predicted sun sensor
coverage. Figure 2-12 is provided to help identify the size and location of all
major yaw attitude data gaps. Figures 2-11. and 2-1.2 can be compared by noting
that the first quarter of each revolution is shown at the top of Figure 2-11 and
at the bottom of Figure 2-12. Except for scale, all. other factors are the same.
C.	 Yaw Determination from Sun Sensor Data. The algorithm used by GSFC
to determine yaw attitude from sun sensor data is described in Reference 2-2.
Digital sun sensor telemetry is converted to cone and cross-cone aspect angles
(see Figure 2-9) by applying a polynomial function derived from ground calibra-
tions. These two angles define the actual. sun vector in sun sensor coordinates.
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The differences between 010. actual sun Vector and the vector expected at that
orbital position are assumed to be caused by attitude perturbations. Using;
pitch and roll data estimated from Scanwheel telemetry permitted a closed-form
solution for yaw. The accuracy of yaw determination was, therefore, dependent
on pitch and roll determination accuracy, and the position at that time of the
sun within the sun sensor FOV.
Mien lug
 sun sensor could see the sun, yaw could not be determined directly.
An Indirect method of interpolating; these yaw gaps was used if telemetry data
(including; roll attitude) were available. This method will be described in the
following  paragraphs .
3.	 Yaw Data clap Interpolation
The following information is adapted from Reference-10.
a.	 Summary of Method. Yaw data trap interpolation involves the problem of
filling out the record of a real function of time, the measurement of which is
desired to be continuous but which is arbitrarily discontinuous in its physical
implementation. A typical application is completing the attitude data record of
a nadir-pointing; spacecraft in low planetary orbit where a sun sensor is chosen
to be the attitude reference in one axis. Such a system will have attitude data
traps clue to sensor FOV limits and occultations of the sun by the spacecraft and
the planet. In the case of Seasat, maximum science return from the mission
required complete attitude knowledge at every point in the orbit to an Accuracy
level 2.5 to 4 times better than the control of attitude. To produce continuous
and accurate attitude determination by addition or substitution of star sensors
would have been too expensive, as would have been the development and continuous
use of an adequate spacecraft simulation on ground computers. Instead, a more
limited amount of mission funds was devoted to the. support of attitude determina-
tion, and those funds were used to extract as much attitude information (and,
therefore, scientific return) as could be obtained under the circumstances.
This is a typical design trade-off, leading to a suboptimal but suffi-
cient attitude determination system. The method developed to provide a reasonably
good solution to the constrained data gap problem is generally applicable to any
system characterizable by a Gauss-Markov process, and it produces a stable,
closed-form solution under all conditions.
The general problem can be stated as follows: given the data record
D(t) of a system parameter Y where at arbitrary times within the range of this
record no direct observations of Y exist, provide sufficiently accurate estimates
of Y using all available types of information that pertain to Y and describe the
variance of the estimates.
The desired solution in the widest souse would provide estimates
with variance less than or equal to the variance can ofdirectly measured data.
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The practical solution given here will provide estimates at all request times,
the variance of which is maintained as close to a 2 as the (variable) quality
of input information will allow. The algorithm can be incorporated into a data
processing system with little or no risk, and can be invoked reliably and
automatically on a regular basis at a fixed, reasonable cost in throughput time.
The products of the algorithm have predictable bounds of uncertainty. The
algorithm was designed generally enough so that even after it was coded and
incorporated into the data processing system, its output could be upgraded by
making appropriate adjustment of its input parameters. The amount and quality
of such algorithm support was dictated by cost constraints and the availability
of the appropriate information.
The method uses three classes of information:
(1) Direct indicators of the system parameter Y when they exist,
the measurements of which comprise the data record D(t), and
the statistical extension of this record into time intervals
of no direct measurement (data gaps) using a modification of
standard autocorrelation techniques.
(2) An a priori predictor Yp of the behavior of Y, based on the
most accurate available model of system behavior. At the
least, Yp would describe only the design control limits of Y
about its nominal value, and at the best would be a complete
system model capable of exact prediction.
(3) One or more indirect indicators of Y based on observations
of other system parameters. These functions may be used even
if their errors are partially correlated.
The algorithm first extrapolates the available direct data D(t) into
the data gap from both edges, de-weighting it exponentially as a function of
distance from gap edge. The a priori predictor function Y p is given increased
weight as the extrapolation is de-weighted. The variancc of this combined
estimate is calculated on the basis of the stochastic process (first order Gauss-
Markov) assumed for the variation of Y with respect to Yp, the autocorrelation
constant determined from the observed behavior of (Y-Y p ), and all of the appli-
cable measurement, noise, and parameter variability factors estimated a priori,
outside the algorithm. The indirect measurement of Y (class 3, above) is
treated as an estimate with errors that may be correlated with those of the
extrapolation estimate. The correlation is estimated a priori (from previously
observed behavior) and then used in combining the estimates in the linear mean-
squares sense. The variance of the algorithm result will lie between the
variance of the linear mean-squares optimal combination of estimates, as the
anticipated minimum, and the variance of the most accurate component of the
combination at the local time of the estimate, as the maximum.
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b.	 lnterpolation Techniques. Data interpolation is an old problem,
and many techniques have been evolved. The following is a list of approaches
that could be applied to the arbitrary data gap problem:
(1) Data Smoothing. When the time spanned by the periods of
relatively continuous data is an appre,.able fraction of
the system time constant, and the periods of data outage
are short in the same frame of reference, one of t;ne many
smoothing techniques can be used. Fourier series approxima-
tions and polynomial or spline fits to the data are approp-
riate techniques under the limiting conditions. As the
data gaps get larger than the periods of observations,
these techniques must he limited more strongly to their
lower order terms, and accuracies drop rather rapidly.
(2) Extrapolation by Autocorrelation. To the extent that system
behavior can be modeled via a stochastic: Gauss-Markov process,
the value of the system parameter at times grester than the
last observation (and at times less than the next observa-
tion, by symmetry) can be inferred from the parameter's
statistical correlation with itself. The true process
must be nearly wide-sense stationary in the local. time
frame for meaningful estimates to be made, but the error
caused by relatively small deviations from this condition
can be handled in many cases by tracking the changes in
autocorrelation and by appropriately scaling the estimation
uncertainty. As time from the last observation increases,
the information in the estimate decreases exponentially,
and, therefore, in a practical sense its value disappears
rather quickly.
(3) A Priori Prediction. A function or set of functions of
time is used to predict the behavior of Y, based on a
characterization of the system design and a prediction of
the disturbances. If resources permit, a complete set of
system equations is modeled, taking account all system
internal characteristics and responsive to all. external
drivers and disturbances. Such a model is often expensive
to construct and maintain, but can usually be made as
accurate as desired. Less complete models are capable of
less accurate results, given that no observations are noise-
free. The minimum such model is an estimator of the mean
behavior of the system parameter over all time. Given no
observations of the system in operation, the maximum error
of this estimator is the control limit of the system in its
operational environment.
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(4)	 Inei.lrOCt TNjte ZI burement. If there arc other system parameters
tllElt aI'e' observable? wheel the parameter of tlltere.st is not,
some form of a system model may be used to relate the
behavior of these parameters to th0 behavior of the desired
f11l1Ct hill. A known cross-coupling of axes call be useful, as
cfln a statistical correlation with tile? Y parameter that is
believed strong in the Local time frame. As all 	 a
nadir-pointing orbiter has an inertial dross-coupling between
the two spacecraft axes (roll and yaw) in the orbit plane.
The accuracy of such an estimate might be much less than
that of a direct measurement and yet be useful, since it
contains information near the time of interest. It is,
therefore, more. likely than the previously listed methods
to show the results of random disturbances occurring in the
data gap.
The hybrid method presented Here to handle the arbitrary data
gap problem includes aspects of all of the above techniques.
when data gaps are short relative to the autocorrelation
time (-r) of 1, the method becomes basically all
process of high accuracy. As gap length approaches and
exceeds r, the a priori function and indirect measurements
have stronger effects on the total estimate, and eventually
become predominant. In all. cases, however, the estimates
near the gap edges approach or exceed the accuracy of
directly measured data, with uncertainty growing with
distance from the last observation to error bounds that
remain within system limits even for very large gaps.
Unless the chosen system model requires it, no mode switches
need be thrown to effect this broad range of performance.
At each time point within the gap, the quality of the esti-
mate is a fair approximation of the input information
quality at that time.
C.	 Application to Seasat. The Seasat mission that began in June 1978
used the algorithm described below in its ground support of attitude determina-
tion. Seasat was a nadir-pointing Earth-orbiter with momentum bias perpendi-
cular to the orbit plane (pitch). Control. with respect to local nadir was
obtained with horizon scanners, which were also the primary sources of attitude
knowledge in pitch and roll. Rotation about the nadir (yaw) was limited by the
stiffness of the momentum bias and the inertial cross-coupling into the controlled
roll axis. Roll. was, therefore, p ie indirect measure of yaw under steady-state
conditions, although actual. conditions made roll a relatively poor yaw indicator.
Roll rate was numerically estimated from roll position data, and it was sometimes
a relatively good indirect measure of yaw disturbances through the gyroscopic
effect of the momentum bias. Direct measurements of yaw were obtained from the
sun sensors. 'Elie length of the yaw data gap varied from 0 to 80 percent of
orbit period in a relatively predictable pattern (Figure 2-12). Dull computer
simulation of the relatively complex Seasat control system and its environment
for AD purposes was ruled out by cost constraints. Observation of yaw during,
full-data periods of the mission permitted a limited-capability empirical yaw
predictor, and evaluation of roll. and roll rate as indirect measures of yaw. No
assessment of autocorrelation and cross-correlation was attempted.
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d.	 Definitions.
	
t	 Time from ascending node (the point in the orbit where the
subsatellite point crosses the planet equator in a northerly
direction).
	
t i
	Time (in the above sense) at which the flow of directly
observed data is interrupted; i.e., initial time for the
data gap.
	
t 2	Final time (in the above sense) for the data gap.
	
Y(t)	 True yaw behavior as a function of t.
	
YD (t)	 Directly observed yaw data, as a time sequence.
	
Yp (t)	 Function of t which predicts a component of yaw behavior.
For Seasat, the following algorithm was used:
4
Yp (t) = K  +	 Kicos(27it/Po + Xi)
i=1
where K.,
	
are scaling and phasing constants chosen empir-
ically to minimize 0 2 , and Po is the orbital period.
	
G2	 Variance of Yp (t) with respect to Y(t). The value chosen
must be consistent with observed yaw behavior, the effects
of predicted disturbance;j not modeled by Y p (t), and
predicted system-imposed limits on Y(t).
	
oD	 Variance of observed yaw data with respect to Y(t); i.e.,
absolute measurement accuracy.
Ti	 Autocorrelation time constant of pre-gap yaw data.
T 2	 Autocorrelation time constant of post-gap yaw data.
	
R(t)	 Roll attitude data at time t.
	
R(t)	 Roll rate numerically derived from smoothed roll attitude
data near t.
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Y 3 (t)	 estimate of yaw at time t based on observations of roll
and rail rate, computed through a model of the yaw/roll.
cross-coupling. The form of this set of effects was;
assumed for this anal ysis to be:
Y3(t) ^- KYR R(t + t jz ) 4' I{YRD R (t + tRD)
where	 KYR , KYRD are scaling constants, and L IZ , tq are
phasing *, constants, chosen empirically to minimi ZLe T j.
Varfiance of Y 3 (t) with respect to Y(t). It is evaluated :.s:
E	 [Y,(L) - Y3(t)l
,J
less the measurement noise os2 ' where the expectation is
taken as ensemble over multiples of orbital periods.
PT3ri,	 Scaling factor and time constant for assumed model of
cross-correlation of errors in Y 3 and in the interpolation
j c	 estimate Y 1 (defined in text below).
To begin the construction of the estimation algorithm, treat the function
Y(t) as a stochastic process or sequence. Assert for these purposes that the
deviations of observed data Y D (t) with respect to the a priori deterministic
function Yp (t) are random or of unknown causes. This models Y(t) as the sum of
Yp (t) plus noise:
Y = Y  + Yr
where Y r is a random variable modeled by a Gauss-Markov process having
the following properties:
21	 2E Yr f = cTc
E { YD J = YP
E { (YD - YP ) 2 ^ = ` 2 + `ID
E ^Y r (t + <I t) I IYD (t) - YP ( t ) ((^ = P (AQ	 7^
1
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By the Gauss-Markov assumption:
(^.t) = E.-1AtIh
The equation for the measurement of Y r (t + A0 by the observation YD (t) is:
YD (t) - Yp (t) = p (At) • Yr (t + At) + n
The expectations given above yield:
CTn = CTD + ( 1-p 2 ) ac
Then the estimate of Y(t + At) obtained from Y D (t) is:
Y(t + At) = Y p (t + At) + X r (t + At)
p [YD
 (t) - Yp(t)I
aD + ( 1 - p 2 ) a2
= Yp (t+At) + -	 02
+[a2
	
aD2 + (1 - p 2 ) a2
2 _ 2 _ 2 aD + ( 1
-p2) aC
aY - 
aY
 -ac 	 2	 2
r	 aD + ac
where p in the above equations is the previously defined p(At).
In the application of this estimation process to the data gap problem,
there are two YD observations, one at each end of the gap. We can take advantage
of this extra information by expansion of the previous expressions.
-It-tlI /Tl
Let	 pl = e
-It-t2i/T2
and
	 p2 = e
	
t  < t < t 2
	(1)
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ems.®
Then
k
;I(t)	 = ^ +
c
T2 +
	
1 ) .2 + Q 2 + (1-,, 22 ^ Es ?c
1
(2)
F (Y (t ) - Y (t ))	 (Y (t ) - Y (t ) )
l I (t) = Yp
 (t) +,T 	
1 21) 1 _ __n._2 P 2l _. + 2 2D 
2	
2)
p 
22
^'ID
 + ^1-^^ 1^ 
`^c	 ^'D + (1 '' 2	 ^ c
where the subscript T is used to indicate interpolation.
In the limit as (t 2 - t1) becomes much less than r l and •7 2 , Y T (t) approaches
a straight-line interpolation between YD (t 1 ) and YD(t2). In the middle of data
gaps much larger than ( •rI + •r 2 ), Y I (t) approaches the value of the a pr'.
function Y (t), and the variance of ?I(t) relative to Y(t) approaches c, which
is the variance of Yp (t) relative to Y(t).
The Y T (t) estimate reflects the information contained in the data at the
gap edges and in the a priori function Yp . The set of indirect measurements of
Y(t) expressed by the previously defined function Y 3 (t) can be used to enhance
the accuracy of ? I (t). The degree of enhancement is inversely proportional to
the amount of statistic?1 correlation between Y 3 and YI.
A combination of estimators with correlated noise may be formed optimally
with respect to their mean squared errors by using a set of multipliers that
satisfy the orthogonality criterion. For the set of estimators Y I and Y31 the
optimal combination estimator would require the characterization of the variance
Of Y 3 acid the covariance of Y I with Y 3 as a function of time. The estimator is:
Y(t) = L 1 (t) Y I (t) + L 2 (t) Y 3 (t)	 (4)
0 2 (t) = L2 (t) a 2 (t) + 1,Z(t) a,(t)
0
+ 2L 1 (t) L 2 ( t ) P I3 (t) (I I (t) 0 3 (t)	 (5)
(3)
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where
E IY ( t:) - Y1 (t)] [Y(t) - Y 3 (L)
P13 ( t) =1,-..
	
V v j [Y(t)	 Y I4(t)] 2	E IY(t) - Y3(t)^^f
U 3 (t) - PI3 (t) a I (t) a 3 (t)
I. (t) =
	
1	 oT(t) + a3 (t) - 2 PI3 (t) a I (t) a 3 (t)
LlT(t) - PI3 (t) a I (t) a3(t)
	
11 2 (t) 2 	 2
cT (t) + a (t)
	
I	
3
In many practical applications, and in particular for Seasat, a rigorous
characterization of P T3 as a function of time is not necessary for suboptimal but
adequate estimation accuracy. This is particularly true when the variances of
the estimator components are widely disparate, in which cases the combination
estimate strongly favors the more accurate component regardless of correlation
values. For this reason, P 1 
was set equal. to zero for Seasat.
If Y 3 (t) has a sufficiently constant variance (u 3) relative to Y(t) over
the local time domain of interest, cs3 may be modeled as the ensemble average
over that domain. This simplification is an economy in the design of the com-
bination estimator, and was implemented for Seasat. Because of the simplifying
	
assumptions on G23 	 P I3 (t), plus the possible modeling error in the Y I estimate,
the variance oY calculated by equation (5) is expected to be an optimistic esti-
mate of the true estimator variance. The expected upper bound on estimator vari-
ance is o3 or oz, whichever is smaller at the time of the estimate.
Equations (1) through (5), wita the associated definitions of parameters
and qualifying statements, constitute the yaw interpolation algorithm for Seasat.
e.	 Algorithm Performance on Simulated Data. Figure 2-13 shows some
typical design simulation results for Seasat steady-state attitude in the roll./
yaw plane. Roll, roll rate, and yaw data are displayed. From this data, other
similar simulations, and knowledge of Seasat design, the parameters of the yaw
estimation algorithm were estimated and are listed in Table 2-3. Because thes-^
values were based on analysis of only a limited number of simulations and no
flight data, they were only preliminary for Seasat purposes. However, they were
appropriate values for demonstrating the operation of the yaw estimation algor-
ithm and its effectiveness on available simulation data.
2 P 
1 (t) o  (t) o 3 (t)
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Figure 2-13. Simulated Seasat Attitude Versus Time
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Figure 2-14. Typical Estimator Components
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Figure 2-17. Yaw Estimator Performance Accuracy (on Simulated Data)
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C.	 DEFINITIVE ATTITUDE FII,E
1. Introduction
The Definitive Attitude File (DAF) is a record of the best estimates of
spacecraft attitude defined on geocentric orbital reference axes as a function of
time. The DAF was produced by Code 580 at GSFC and was recorded on an Attitude
Orbit Tracking (AOT) tape generated for each day of the mission by the GSFC
Information Processing Division (IPD). That tape was delivered by the Instrument
Data Processing System (IDPS) at JPL. The DAF software capability was operational
before launch on 27 .June 1978, and the IPD capability was operational somewhat
later. The functional flow of attitude data at GSFC is shown in Figure 2-19.
2. Functional. Description
A file of determined satellite attitude spans the same satellite data day
as the contents of the Telemetry Master Data File (TMDF). The file begins at
00:00:00:000 and ends at 24:00:00:000 GMT of the data day, according to require-
ments. Actual files deviate somewhat from this ideal, with the deviations always
in the sense of less data.
Each data point of determined satellite attitude is expressed as a time
(milliseconds of day), and the set of Euler angle rotations which at that time
will convert to the SARA any vector expressed in the geocentric orbital reference
axes defined as:
(1) Axis 1 W: in the inertial direction of flight (derived from
Y and 7).
(2) Axis 2 (Y): parallel to the negative of the orbit normal.
(3) Axis 3 (7): toward the Earth center of mass.
The Euler angle rotations are in the 3, 1, 2 order of axes, which corresponds
to satellite yaw, roll and pitch.
Yaw attitude at times the sun sensor can see the sun and pitch and roll at
all times (subject to telemetry availability) were to be determined with a total
absolute accuracy of 0.17 deg (30) for each axis, provided that all spacecraft
error sources were meeting their attitude determination and control requirements.
In flight, all attitude data was obtained in a non-nominal control mode, which
degraded the accuracy of Scanwheel telemetry data. Therefore, although DAD soft-
ware was designed to obtain the highest accuracy realizable from the data, the
basic data quality was not good enough to permit attainment of the accuracy goal..
Yaw attitude at times the sun sensor system could not see the sun was
determined with the yaw estimation algorithm described in the preceding para-
graphs. Yaw determination accuracy during those times is whatever is provided
by the algorithms.
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Figure 2-19. GSFC Attitude Determination Data Functional Flow Diagram
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The time and frequency of the attitude points were selected to be synchro-
nous with the Definitive Orbit File (DOF) data points. That is, since DOFs were
provided on even minute time marks, the DAF contained data points at each of those
times, and other attitude points were spaced between those times at 5-s intervals.
During periods for which no spacecraft telemetry exists in the TMDF, atti-
tude points were not required, althougl, they may have been included on the file.
There were no zero-filled attitude logical records; i.e., data gaps were com-
pressed out. Gaps are defined as time intervals when no telemetry exists.
3.	 File Organization and Contents
Each physical record in each DAP was 3476 bytes long. The first record was
a header record. The remaining physical records each contained 144 attitude data
sets. The organization of the header is shown in Figure 2-20, and its contents
are listed in Table 2-4. The organization of the data records is shown in Fig-
ure 2-21, and their contents are listed in Tables 2-5 and 2-6.
Each physical record contains 144 logical records. There can be up to 121
data records for a 24-h period. The last record in such a case contains only the
one data point at 24:00:00, and the rest of the record is filler.
p
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DATA BASE IDENTIFICATION
OUTPUT REPETITION PERIOD (s)
MAX PITCH (deg)
MEAN PITCH (deg)
MIN PITCH (deg)
MAX ROLL
MEAN ROLL
MIN ROLL
MAX YAW
MEAN YAW
MIN YAW
PITCH DATA QUALITY FLAG
ROLL DATA QUALITY FLAG
YAW DATA QUALITY FLAG
START TIME (YYDDDHHMM)
END TIME (YYDDDHHMM)
BUFFER — FILL ZEROS (412 bytes)
DATA BASE CONTENTS (2488 bytes)
FILL ZEROS (512 bytes)
Figure 2-20. Definitive Attitude File, Header Record (Record 1)
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zDAY OF YR MSEC OF DAY
MSEC OF DA" PITCH FLAG ROLL FLAG
YAW FLAG	 T PYP PYR 0-Y
PITCH
ROLL
YAW
FILL ZEROS (20 BYTES)
DAY OF YR MSEC OF DAY
MSEC OF DAY PITCH FLAG ROLL FLAG
YAW FLAG PYP PYR vY
PITCH
ROLL
YAW
DAY OF YR MSEC OF DAY
MSEC OF DAY PITCH FLAG ROLL FLAG
YAW FLAG PYP PYR ^Y
PITCH
ROLL
YAW
LOGICAL RECORD 2
LOGICAL RECORD I
LOGICAL RECORD 144
BYTE 1	 I	 BYTE 2	 BYTE 3	 BYTE 4
Figure 2-21. Definitive Attitude file, Data Records
(Physical Records 2 through N)
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TabLe 2-4. DefLnitive Attitu(, File Header Record Contents
Data Type
Location,
	 and Length,
Item	 Label	 Byte Number	 Bytes
1 DATA BASE IDENTIFICATTON.	 Index number 1 I*4
referring to data base being used.
Increments b y one each time} data base
modified
2 OU'T'PUT REPETITION PERIOD. 	 Seconds 5 I*4
between attitude points
3 MAX PI'T'CH.	 Maximum value of pitch 9 R*4
contained in file in deg
4 MEAN PITCH.	 Mean value of pitch data 13 R*4
paints contained in file in deg
5 MIN PITCH.	 Minimum value of pitch 17 R*4
contained in file in deg
6 MAX ROLL (deg) 21 R*4
7 MEAN ROLL (deg) 25 R*4
8 MIN ROLL (deg) 29 R*4
9 MAX YAW (deg) 33 R*4
10 MEAN YA[d (deg) 37 R*4
11 MIN YAW (deg) 41 R*4
12 PERCENT PITCH DATA FLAGGED FOR 45 R*4
QUESTIONABLE DATA QUALITY
13 PERCENT ROLL DATA FLAGGED FOR 49 R*4
QUESTIONABLE DATA QUALITY
14 PERCENT YAW DATA FLAGGED FOR 53 R*4
QUESTIONABLE DATA QUALITY
15 Start time of FILE (YYDDDHIIP1M) 57 I*4
16 End time of FILE (YYDDDHIIMM) 61 I*4
rl-
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Table 2-4. Definitive Attitude Pile Iivader Record Contents
(Colit 1I111at i oil 1)
Data Type
Location, and Length,
Item Label. Byte Number Bytes
17 Pi I lee r	 (all.	 zeros) 65 - 476 I*4
18-19 Angles between IR scanner boresight and 477 R*4
spacecraft + 7.-axis for scanner R and L
(	
_	
"	
-	 64 del;)
I,	 L
20-21 AzImuth angles of 1R scanner boreslght 485 R*4
measured in. spacecraft X-Y plane from the
spacecraft + X-axis for scanner R and L
(AZR = 90 deg, AZ1	= 270 deg)
22 IR scanner cone ankle	 (y = 45 del;) 493 R*4
23 Flattening factor of Barth	 (f=0.00335281) 497 R*4
24 I,cluatorial	 rarth radius 501 R*4
(Re = 6378.14 km)
25 Spare 505 R*4
26 ",pare 509 R*4
27-28 Two yaw interpolation autoc:orrelation time 513 R*4
(	 )nstants	 (1 1 ,	 `2)
29 Variance of yaw determination from sun 521 R*4
sensor data	 (`32)
30 Variance of yaw prediction w.r.t. Y D (a2) 525 R*4
31-32 Constant magnitudes for yaw estimate from 529 R*4
i 0 1 and roll rate (K,R' K YRD)
33-34 Constant phases for yaw estimate from roll 537 R*4
(t R9
	
tRD)
35 Variance of Y3, yaw estimate from roll 545 R*4
and	 roll	 rate,	 ((13)
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Data Type
Location, and Longth,
Byte Number Bytes
549 R*4
553 R*4
569	 R*4
585	 R*4
589	 R*4
593	 R*4
597	 R*4
609	 R*4
645	 R*4
693	 R*4
981 - 1632	 R*4
u
Table 2-4. I)OHnitive At.titudo File 110ador kecord Contents
(CMIL Illntlt ion 2)
	
Item
	
Label
	
36	 Coil",tant a priori predicted yaw (K )
u
37-40 Conr;tant amplitude;; of Fourier series for
?l ^rfori yaw prediction Y I,(K i , i=1,2,3,4)
41-44 Constant phase:; of Fourier series for
a prioriyaw prediction YI,(ai,i=1,2,3,4)
	
45	 Fundamental frequency of Fourier series for
a priori yaw prediction (w o = ')orbital
period))
	
46	 Scalfnl; factor of crass-correlation of
errors in Y. 3 and in Y  interpolation
estimate (P13M)
	
47	 Time constant of cross-correlation of
errors in Y,3 and Y  (Td
48-50 Magnetometer bias field calibration
coeff1cients (a, b, c)
51-59 Niue elements of magnetometer calibration
matrix, [M]
; 0-71 Sun sensor alignment Euler angles(0 i 90 i' V1 ' 1-1'2,3,4)
72-14:3 Ca.li.bratien parameters for sun sensors
(A^,B^,j=1,2,...9; i=1,2,3,4)
144-300 Pitch and roll biases and telemetry
conversion factors plus telemetry
conversion factors for magne.tometor
data
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Table 2-4. Definitive Attitude rile Header Record Contents
(Continuation 3)
Item
	
Label
307
	
Proportional contribution to Y 3 for yaw
estimate from roll (pr)
308-427 Vr.rious factors used in data processing
Data Type
Location,	 and Length,
Byte Number
	
Bytes
1633	 R*4
1637-3476	 f R*4
1 I*4
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Table 2-5. Dol in:itive Attitude File Data Record Contents
Locat ioIl,
By te No	 Label
1-24 Logical record 1
I°'' Day of year
3- 6 Millisecond of day
7 Pitch data duality flag (See Table 2-6
for a detailed description)
8 Roll data quality flag - same as for
1)itch
9 Yaw data duality flag - same as for
pf tch
10 Yaw/pitch error correlation coefficient 
11 Yaw/roll error correlation coefficient 
12 Yaw determination accuracy (deg,	 1(r)b
13-16 Pitch, deg
17-20 Roll.,	 deg
21-24 Yaw, deg
25-48 Logical record 2 - same as bytes 1-24
for second point on file
3433-3456 Logical record 144
3457-3476 Filler (all zeros)
Item
Length,
Bytes
	
Data Type
24
2	 I*2
4
	
1*4
1
	
I*1
1
	
I*1
1
	
I*1
1
	
I*1
1
	
I*1
1
	
I ^^ 1
4
	
R*4
4
	
R*4
4
	
R*4
24
24
20
aData Number: 0 = -1.00, 255 = +1.00
bData Number: 0 = 0.000, 255 = 0.500
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Table -h. Description of the Attitude Data Frame
Quality Indicator Byte
Bit	 Va1.ue
Number	 Description	 of Bit(s)
1-5	 Number of data points divided by 2 that 	 0-30
were used to obtain pre-averaged value
G	 Attitude angle was measured 	 0
Attitude angle was interpolated 	 1
7	 Data was within "NAT " criteria during	 0
S11100thing process
Data was outside "No" criteria during 	 1
Smoothing process
8	 Nominal mode was used to determine	 0
attitude angle
Non-nominal. made was used to determine= 	 1
attitude angle
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CHARAC` ERI ZAT ION OF SEASAT A`1'T I TUDI: III STORY
A .	 SUMMARY
The Seasat mission can be grouped into the five time periods described in
the following paragraphs.
1. Initial Acquisition of Orbital Mode (9 Days)
The period from day 178 (launch) through day 1.87 was devoted to acquiring
a nadir-rvfcrcnced orbital attitude under control of the OACS, and to initial
checkout of 010 sc. icnti.f:ic Sensors. The events of this period are described in
Reference 3-1 and Section VT of Volume I1 of this report. By the beginning of
day 188, all sensors had been turned on and were operating together, and the
Spacecraft Was stably controlled in attitude using only the right Seanwheel
signal processor. Because attitude data from this period was not part of the
scientific data record, no corrections were applied in ground processing.
2. First Quiescent Data Acquisition Period (32-1/2 Days)
From day 188 through the first half of day 2210, no horizon sensor inter-
ference occurred. The calibration of science sensors and acquisition of data
were pursued vigorously. VACS parameter trimming was completed on day 194,
which reduced yaw excursions by a factor of 4 (approximately). All attitude
data from day 1.88 on was fully corrected in ground processing.
3. (GAGS Mode Research (5 I1ays)
On day 220, the sun interference with horizon sensors resumed, as described
in Reference 3-2. iTntil. day 225, this period experienced a variety of responses
to the horizon sensor difficulty, culminating in the use of Mode 5. Spacecraft
attitude was considerably disturbed by all attempts to use the left signal pro-
cessor. Mode 5 involved disconnection of the roll signal. from the control loop,
which proved the least disturbing method of coping with the interference.
4. Cruise in Mode 5 (30 Days)
From day 225 through day 255, Mode 5 was used to avoid horizon sensor
interference. Pitch and roll were generally well-behaved, while yaw was per-
turbed L^vory revolution by Mode 5 to excursions of 1-3 deg, mostly over the
southorn hemisphere of the Earth. All orbit adjustments were achieved during
this period, which created different patterns of attitude perturbations on the
5 days affecte=d by these maneuvers. Yaw attitude data gaps began to appear on
day 226 and continued (as shown in Figure 2-12) to the end of the mission.
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These data gaps were interpolated with the algorithm previously discussed. Sun
sensor 'head 2 began to provide sun position data at about day 236 and by day 243
was the sole source ofuch data (head 1. gave data until clay 243).
5.	 Second Quiescent Data Acquisition Period (27 Days)
On clay 255, when all chance of horizon sensor interference had apparently
passed, the use of Mode 5 was discontinued. Normal OACS operation, on the right
signal processor only, then resumed. Pitch and roll behavior was similar to
that in the first quiescent period after OACS trimming (days 195-220). Yaw
behavior was also apparently similar, but directly visible only 900-1000 s each
revolution from sun sensor head 2 until the last week of the active mission,
when head 3 began providing a similar span of data in another phase of each
revolution. Most of the yaw behavior was, therefore, inferred from the partial
data by use of the yaw interpolation algorithm.
B.	 INFL IGHT ALIGNMENT CALIBRATION OF SUN SENSOR HEAD 2
1.	 Summary
In the 1,:st week of August 1978, the sun traveled the region in which the
FOVs of sun sensor heads 1 and 2 overlapped. Figure 3-1 IL)ws a sample of this
data, with head 2 data mapped into the boresight referent frame of head 1 for
direct comparison. Head 2 reads 0.14 deg less cross-con( and 0.11 deg less cone
than head 1 for the same sun position. This was significantly larger than could
be expected from the nominal error budgets, and precipitated a detailed investi-
gation. No conclusion could be drawn from the overlap data alone, since it was
obtained from such a limited area (one corner) of each head's FOV; the data
allowed for only a two degree-of-freedom (DOF) solution to what was really a
three DOF problem.
The scan angle difference between heads remained relatively constant during
the approximately 1-week overlap period; therefore, its cause was likely to be
some combination of fixed changes and errors in calibration and alignment, of
either or both heads. The largest calibration residual measured at the manufac-
turer (Adcole) for any Seasat sun sensor was about 0.025 deg in either axis
(cone or cross-cone); a worst-case combination of such errors could yield about
0.05-deg relative difference, clearly not the answer. The calibration history
over the might acceptance test sequence shows shifts of a few hundredths of a
degree, on the same order as the calibration residual itself. Tolerance buildup
could not furnish a logical explanation for the observed differences. The case
for a fixed change or error in the alignment of head 2 was investigated and found
compatible with observed phenomena. Though no cause for such misalignment could
be proved, misalignment was demonstrated with confidence sufficient to warrant
correcting data from head 2 for the calculated offset values.
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Figure 3-1. Sun Sensor Data by Overlap of FOV for Heads No. 1
and No. 2 (Sample)
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2. Possible Causes of Data Anomaly
There were at least two possible causes of functional misalignment for any
sun sensor head. One was the unseating of both fine reticles, perhaps caused by
mishandling on the ground or a flight incident. There is a precedent for this
explanation: one fine reticle of head 4 exhibited a 0.08-deg shift over vibra-
tion, ascribed to improper seating and corrected through rework and retest, and
one fine reticle each in heads 1 and 3 showed smaller shifts over temperature,
which were also improved by rework and retest. All of this occurred at the manu-
facturer's facility and none of it involved head 2. There were no checks of cal.-
ibration performed after the units left Adcole, and, therefore, alignment stabil-
ity was dependent on careful handling. Although the handling requirement ("...
packaging ... shall be such that the unit will not experience environmental con-
ditions more severe than those specified for flight.") would have protected
the sun sensors if adhered to, no procedures were provided by LMSC to verify
sensor integrity, other than the LMSC Quality Assurance (QA) stamp of approval.
This is standard practice for low-cost projects, and leaves open the question of
reticle shift.
Another explanation for sun sensor misalignment is an error or change in
the orientation of the body of the sensor head. Heads 1 and 4 were mounted
square to the side of the Sensor Support Module (SSM) in clock and elevated
6.5 deg above the horizontal in cone, requiring a very simple bracket mounting
structure. Heads 2 and 3 were mounted at an angle of 23.5 deg in clock with
respect to the sides of the SSM, and at 8.0 deg and 6.5 deg, respectively, above
horizontal in cone. These mountings required a special small. platform on which
to mount the bracket, and in the case of head 2 several shims were required to
reach the correct orientation. The complexity of mounting for heads 2 and 3
made them more liable to alignment problems, including inflight shifts. There
is no evidence other than the observed data anomalies to either indicate or vin-
dicate the mounting as the problem source, but it remains a possibility.
Other possible causes could be offered to explain the apparent sun sensor
misalignment. However, no project resources could be made available to check
them out, and the fact remains that the phenomena can be accounted for function-
ally as alignment offsets. The following sections describe the method used to
estimate the magnitudes of these offsets and the effects on attitude data
processing.
3. Alignment Calibration Method
a.	 Introduction. Misalignment of sun sensors can occur in three spatial
DOFs, and may or may not be constant in time. The sun sensor FOV overlap data
indicated a constant misalignment. However, the data was concentrated into a
small range of san angles, and therefore gave an accurate measure of only
two degrees of freedom, with very poc_r definition of rotation about the sun line
(the third DOF). Another kind of data was required to pin down the other DOF,
and it was found in the comparison of pitch reconstructed from this same sun
sensor head with pitch computed from Scanwheel data. Pitch computed from the sun
sensor is dependent on information in the XZ plane only, to first order, and can
3-4
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BY DEFINITION:
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therefore be used to unambiguuusl.y relate sun sensor cone,
 and twist errors. By
selecting two sun sensor data sets produced by sufficiently different sun tracks,
this pitch co.parison affords a solution for the actual sun sensor cone and twis^
angles. Sun sensor clock for head 2 relative to head 1 can then be obtained by
reference to data from the F'OV overlap of the two heads.
The method outlined above depends on several factors. To ascribe misalign-
ment values to head 2, the alignment of head ' must be in flight insignifl.cantly
different from ground alignment. To validly use Scanwheel pitch as a basis of
comparison, the right Scanwheel must have had a constant set of alignment errors.
the mapping of which into pitch must have been well measured by sun sensor head 1
through the GSFC bias determination process.
h.	 Mathematical Basis
The cone and cross-cone angles defined above are direct outputs of the sun
sensor. Using Equation (1), a unit sun vector (S) can be constructed from sun
sensor data:
sin a
ss
S(ssi) =	 l	 cos a
ss
ss	 sscos 2^iss +  sin 2a	 Cos 2a	 Cos ass
cos a
ss	 Ssl
	
S1
sin ass = K Ss2 = S2
cos ass
	 Ss3	 S3
(2)
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To express this vector in SARA coordinates,	 it is necessary to use the
Euler angles of the alignment transformation:
cos kiM -sin xBi
	
0 cos BBi	 0	 sin	 Bi	 Cos YBi -sin YBi	 0
SRi (SARA) = sin ( 4Bi cos	 .xt;i	 0 0	 1	 0	 sin YBi Cos YBi	 0	 S(ssi)	 (3)
0 0	 1 -sin 1jBi
	
0	 Cos	 l3Bi	 0 0	 1
where (xEi , ^iBi,	 °rBi are clock, cone, twist,	 respectively, and i indicates the
sensor head from which the data was obtained.
The reconstruction of pitch from sun sensor data uses the observation
model (Equation 4-166 of Reference 2-2):
-si,n p' cos r' SKI + sin r' SR2 + cos r' cos p' SR3 - S03	 (4)
where
p'	 = true pitch = p - p^
r'	 n true roll = r - r'
p,r	 = pitch, roll data from Scanwheels corrected for Earth oblat-
ness, S/C altitude, and systematic horizon radiance
variation
pA,rr'5	= true bias of pitch, roll
SR1
SR = Sft2 = sun position observed by sun sensor, in SARA coordinates
(Equation 3, above)
SR3
S01
S0 = S02 = sun position determined from orbit parameters and time,
in orbital coordinates
S03
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^4 d
(;,
-c	
,1)/ ; x s s =
-cos r,
s sin(,xs '10
cos x
s
1-S22
S3
(5)
Pitch is reconstructed as the solution (p) of Equation (4) for ,`, r',
SR , and Sp at a liven time. To first order the sensitivity of this determination
of pitch to the available sources of error is as follows (see Reference 3-3):
C 1 = p/" x 11 = G
G') = .4p/ "'B = - Cos ('xs-xB) /cis
 t 
C 3 = 3pP-I B = sin( , x s- l xB ) sin ^^B /cos ^,s
sin 2 i^ s cos 2 (^x s -^x B ) + Cos 2s
G	 ^15 -
	^/ ^ ^2 ss
	
COS x
s 
Cos( x 
s 
- , x )
B
	
where S ,) and S 3 are as defined in Equation (2), and (x 	 (?.$) are the clock and
cone angles of SR:
	
clock - (x s
 = tan- 1(SR2/SRl)	
(6)
cone - ^s = cos- 1(SR3)
A determination of the sun sensor misalignment apparent about the pitch
axis can be made by solution of this set of simultaneous equations:
pssi Pi
pssj pi
	
p B	 C 2
	
- p B	 (C2j
C 3 i	 J"'
C3j ^'N
(7)
where p ss is pitch from sun sensor data, p and PB are as defined for Equation (4),
C? and G 3 are as defined in Equation (5), the subscripts i and j refer to differ-
ent instants of time, and (A[. B , ;1_y B) are the alignment changes in cone and twist.
Given the relatively large stochastic errors to which pss and p are subject, care
must be taken to reduce their effects before solving Equation (7). Accurate
solution of this equation also depends on sufficient differences between the rows
of the C matrix, which is obtained by judicious selection of the mission times
for which data is analyzed.
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= A S = [TSARA^
R2	 ss2
A
AS 
S ss2 -	 AS 
AS 
SRl ( SR2 ) nominal
(10)
Equation (7) solves for cone and twist independently of the sun sensor
overlap data. To complete the analysii and solve for clock, map the sun vector
observed simultaneously by both sensor heads to SARA as a common reference (Equz
tions 2 and 3):
= r SARA]
SRl
	
 Sssl
S v FTSARAI S
R2 L ss2 JJ	 ss2
where T is the transformation matrix from the indicated sensor head to SARA.
Since the two data vectors mapped to SARA represent the same sun vector:
SRl = ( S^R2) nominal + AS R2
	 (8)
If there were no anomalies, ASR2 would be zero. By considering the trans-
formation to SARA as composed of nominal plus small angular error components,
equations can be obtained in terms of the desired solve-for quantities:
- COS	 ^^,^	 -sin	 LI)2	 O 1	 0	 1) cos	 1112	 0	 sin	 VB2 1	 B	 0 cos YB2 -sin YB2 0
i "ARA^ -	 tiin
	
'B2	 ,•o:;	 O 0	 1	 0 0	 1	 0 ^ '
	
1	 0 sin	 r B2 cos YB2 0yy2 B2 1i (9)
0	 0	 1 11	 O	 1
-sin ' 112
	
0	 cos
	 112 0	 0	 1 0 0 1
The nominal components of SR2 (and of SRl) are obtained by the nominal
transformation from sun sensor to SARA coordinates. Thus:
r,
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Taking the diffci'011cU beLWOOn Lhe nominal and total, (Equation 9) transformations
for sun sensor head 2 gives 'he difference matrix, which is, to first order
(using, rB ti -900):
I	 t
.1, cos t'B2 co,; YII2 I -'hB sin t3B2 cos ^YII2 - ,1YB sin , zB2	 ^.13B Cos l`B2 Cos 'IB2
B
	
Ts,2	
B	 B2s	 y cos P	 sin x B '2 	 sin t? A2 sin x	 + 'Y^	 cos 'x	 ",t3 cos (	 sin x —
	
s	 I	 B2	 B	 B2 I	 B	 B2	 B2	 (11)
^
-- - - - --I-- - - - ___.^ __ - - -4—
•YB ';in k' B2	 1 -,^l^B Cos t^B ,	 I -",I?B sin !}B2I	 I
Re,irranging Equations (10) and (11):
	
S I	 S3 COS 
c` 112 
	 B,2 - S., sin B2 cos It B2S1 cos VB2 cos It B2 - S2 sin "B2
	
AOB
	
S^	 S3 co r; i' 1 ,a in ^XB2 - S•, sin (^ B2 sin ^xB2	 S1 cas 1452 sin aB2 + S 2 cos It
	 (" ^ B
	 (12)
	
S 3	 sin t'I32 - S,, cos BB2
	
-SI sin ^ B 2
where S1, S2., S3 are components of the unit sun vector observed by sun sensor
head 2. EliiCnating the dependence of the first and second rows:
'!. S ` - ' S I tan t32	 S2 (cos aB2 + sin It
	
tan aB2 )	 AB 
(13)
5 I	 -S2 cos i^B2 -S,I sin BB2
	
-S1 sin SB2	 Ay 
'Phis is easily solved as:
S 2 - Q S 1 tan a
B2
n^B	 S 2 (cos aB2 + sin a$2 tan aB2)
(14)
Q S3 + 
Ay  ( S1 sin ^B2)
^^B	 - (S 2 cos aB2 + S z sin RB2)
^y
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Therefore, cone and twist error in sensor 2 alignment can be solved from
the sun sensor FOV overlap data as a function of clock angle ( ' xB2) . Solution of
cone and twist from pitch data is independent of clock. if sensor 2 was mis-
aligned, the two solutions will intersect at the true clock angle of the sensor
head 2 bores^ight.
C.	 Analysis of Data. Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show samples of pitch data
from two revolutions on each of two widely separated days. The days were chosen
to give maximum differences in sensitivity of reconstructed pitch to sun sensor
ali^,nment errors. Pitch is shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 both as reconstructed
from :gun sensor data and as determined from Scanwheel data. The latter is fully
corrected e.ccept for tho +0.11-deg bias measured earlier with sun sensor head l;
correction of Scanwheel. data for this value of bias would widen the apparent
separation of the two determinations of pitch. None of the data is filtered,
but a smooth line was drawn by the "educated eyeball" method to facilitate
comparison.
The scatter of points for reconstructed pitch in Figure 3-2 is due to roll
IR noise and calibration residual error in the sun sensor cone axis; in Fig-
ure 3-2, Scanwheel pitch is scattered primarily by pitch IR noise. Between
day 238 and day 282, the sun beta angle changed from about +51 deg to about
-2 deg. Since the sensitivity of reconstructed pitch to roll determination
error is approximately the tangent of the sun clock angle, the sensitivity on
day 238 was about- 1.2 to 1.8, while on day 282 the sensitivity was about 0.03
to 0.04. Therefore, in Figure 3-2, the reconstructed pitch shows larger effects
of IR noise than Scanwheel. pitch, where in Figure 3-3 the reconstructed pitch
shows only sun sensor calibration residual error and no IR noise.
Figure 3-1 shows a sanple of the sun sensor FOV overlap data. The compari-
son of cone and cross-cone angles between sensor heads is subject only to mis-
alignment and residual calibration errors. To facilitate comparison between
the two measaremencs of the same sun track, the cone and cross-cone data from
sensor 2 were mapped through nominal alignment angles to the reference frame
of sensor 1. From this data alone, the 0.14-deg difference between cross-cone
and the 0.11-deg difference in cone could be ascribed to misalignments of those
amounts in the fine reticles of one (or both) sensors, following the hypothesis
of reticle shift. However, if reticle errors are mapped to their effect on
reconstructed pitch, they fall far short (by a factor. of 2-3) of explaining Ow,
differences between the two pitch determinations. For this reason, and because
the alternate (misalignment) hypothesis fits all the data quite well, the reticle
shift hypothesis can be discarded.
Figure 3-4 presents individual solutions to Equations (7) and (14), based
on the premise of constant sensor 2 misalignment and a variety of data from Fig-
ures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3. Each line represents the locus of cone and twist solu-
tions available from either a single pitch comparison or a comparison of cone
and cross-cone pairs for a single point in time. For each line, the actual
position of the sun at that time was taken into account. Each line of overlap
data solutions represents a range of sensor 2 clock alignment values, as indi-
cated; the spread between lines (±0.01 deg) is due to sun senses iessidual cali-
bration error. The spread in the pitch comparison lines (±0.07 1Ivg) is due
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aImost entirel y to uncorrected errors in determining pitch (and ro11 for day 238)
from Scanwhool data. The origin is marked "pre -launch" to show that the solutions
sought are in terns of deviations f rom nominal alignment.
Figure 3-5 shows the least-squared-error solution lines obtained from the
data of Figure, 3-4. The single '1 ilau f or each day (238 and 282) represents the
00111biliat!on of both revolutions of data on that day. The intersection of those
two Laos Ls the solution to Equation (7) for cone and twist error. Not shown in
Figure 3-5 is a comparison of reconstructed pitch to .Scanwheel pitch on days 261
and 265; near these days, th0 sonsitivity to twist was low, but the data tended
to confirm cone error of approx.iln.atoly -0.15 del;. 	 (Sec Suction 3.1.2.2 of Ref er-
enco 2-9.) Note that the Solution locus from day -1 41 overlap data agrees w:i,tllin
0.01 deg with the solution from pitch data at a clock alignment of 23.265 del;;
use of the now sensor 2 alignment values in GSFC processing of day 238 Overlap
data (same FOV area as day 241) showed that the data anomaly bad boon rectified.
Therefore, data from three different days and three different areas of sun sensor
:'. Fl1V all were explained satisfactorily by a constant alignment that differed
substantially from the ground-measured values. Tlai.s is the simplest uxl^lanati.on
consistent with all of the data, and although no mechanism or scenario can be
offered to account for its genesis, the misalignment of sun sensor head 2 is the
most logical cause of the observed data anomalies. The final estimates from this
inflight calibration are compared with ground-calibrated values in Table 3-1.
'+.	 I,i:fects on Do ini.tive At.ti.tude	 File
The disagreement betwuun sensors 1 and 2 was discovered in September 1.978.
'File spacecraft ceased operations in early October. Immediately after that event,
GSFC processing of the data was halted on project request to organize the
processing of extant flight data toward maximum scientific. return. Detailed
analysis of the sun sensor problem was delaved until GSFC processing could be
resumed. When processing resumed in early November, empllasi.s was placed on the
period between day 256 (13 September 1978) and the end of the mission (day 283,
10 October 1978). All DAFs for that period were completed before the results of
the sun sensor misalignment analysis could he implemented. All yaw measurements
during this period were obtained from sun sensor 2; therefore, all I)AFs for this
Table 3-1. Sun Sensor 2 Alignment Cal.ibrati.ons
Alignment Euler Angles, deg
Calibration	 Cluck	 Cone	 1\sist
Ground	 23.509	 98.01.7
	 -90.0125
Tnf1 iglit	 23.''65	 98.17
	 -89.89
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period have ail add.ittonal yaw eIror Source Mlle to that gull sensors m1sal Ignment.
The project decided not to request reprocessing of the 27 files already produced,
but to cluing;e the data base for processing; of earlier data. (The data from day
220 to day 255 was next oil 	 DAI' processing, schedule.) 'Therefore, because of
the reorganized DAF production sequence, data from still 	 2 early in the
mission was processed with ground-calibrated alignlllOnt values.
Since the differeIlces betweeIl actual ,nd nominal aligllmeIltS have been
determiled for sun seIlsor 2, and the methods GSFC Used for determining; yaw are
kIown, the effects of usl.Tlg; incorrect alignments are deterministic. Figure 3-6
ShowS these effects for Your repI'esentative day s ill the affected time period in
the sense of the correction factor to be added to the DAF yaw value. The sun
vector was within the still 	 IOV from il)prL)xiMLItL!ly 4100 s to 5100 s after
ascendiIlg, noel ? in each revolution (actual times are shown in i' igllre 2-12) . Dur-
iIlg this time, the effect of misalignmeIlt is the mapping of the alignmeIlt error
into yaw aS a function of sun position in Spacecraft coordinates (described in
Appendix 13 of Reference 3-3). I'or those tames during; a revolution when the sun
was out of the sun sensor FOV, yaw was :interpolated with the algorithm described
in Subsection II-13-3. With this method, the effect of an error in yaw observa-
tion falls off exponentially with time, as stlolan in Figure 3-6.
The drop to zero correction in the north pol,-r region for days 274 and 282
does not represent an increase ill Starting; on da y 27 (see Figure 2-12
for exact time), still sensor 3 could sometimes see the still. During those parts
of each revolution, yaw was determined from still 	 head 3, and, therefore,
was not affected by sun sensor head 2 misalignment. However., analysis of pitch
reconstructed from still sensor head 3 data during this period showed approximately
0.1 deg difference from Scanwheel pitch (see Reference 2-9, Section 3.1.2.3).
From previous arguments presented for head 2 anomalies, it would appear that head
3 was also misaligned, at least in either or both of cone and twist. Sincee there
was no corresponding; sun vector data from still sensor I 70V overlap during this
period, and reconstructed pitch sensitivity to cone and twist errors remained
relatively constant during the 9 days that head 3 was producing data, there was
no way to separate cone from twist error, and no information at all about
possible clock error. Reconstructed roll would have been useful in this Analysis
to separate cone from twist, but since the sun was near the orbital plane, roll
from sun sensor data was extremely sensitive to all still 	 errors and could
not be trusted. In sununary, no yaw correction could be calculated for suit
3, and the anomaly observed in data from this head could be handled only by
increasing the allocated uncertainty for yaw determined from that source. Atti-
tude determination uncertainties will bL discussed later in this report.
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C.	 ATTITUDF. HISTORY
1.	 Method of Attitude History Characterization
All of the attitude history from days 188 through 283 (I3OM) is presented
rev-by-rev in an unpublished supplement to this report.* To facilitate compari-
sons within and between eras of the mission, a method was devised to characterize
attitude history over spans of time relatively longer than one revolution. This
method was also instrumental in evaluation of yaw interpolation accuracy (to be
discussed Later).
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 display (Superimposed) all of the attitude history
(14 revs) of day 206. The general trend of the data can be seen as a function
of time from ascending node, as can the deviations from trend. Figures 3-9 and
3-10 display the mean (it), the mean plus and minus the standard deviation (u ± (1),
and the outer bounds of the attitude behavior of each axis. The bounds are the
outer envelopes from Figures 3-7 and 3-8; the mean and standard deviation was
computed at intervals of 25 s from time of ascending node. It should be noted
Here that this v is not AD uncertainty; rather, it is a measure of the deviation
of the actual attitude from the daily mean attitude at the given time from ascend-
ing node. The accuracy to which these quantities are known is a separate issue
to be addressed later in this report.
It can be seen from these illustrations that }i and j describe a kind of
inner bound of attitude behavior, and that the largest deviations from the mean
are on the order of 20 and sometimes 3o. Figure 3-11 (from Reference 3-4) shows
the geocentric representation of zero control error; since pitch and roll were
controlled to a geodetic reference, zero control error in that frame maps to the
non-zero function shox-ni (perfect yaw would be always Oro in both frames). The
degree to which pitch and roll. attitude behavior on day 206 met the ideal can be
seen by comparing the characteristics shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-11.
Figures 3-12 through 3-15 illustrate day 249 in the s., i ­iy as day 206 was
shown in previous illustrations. (Note that the scale is ^L.!
	 for Figures 3-7
through 3-1.3, while the scale of Figures 3-14 and 3-15 is r
	 'cause of the
larger maximum excursions.) Although the method of repreSLIL,,; i	 .s the same,
the characteristic behavior is different. The biggest differL.,
	 clue to the
attitude excur s ions induced by Mode 5 near 3800 s, which dominates L),Aiavior for
the following 2000 s or so. Another difference is the brief 1101i.?am sensor
interference effect near 1900 s, caused by the sun passing through the Scanwheel
active FOV. Mode 5 was used to protect against this kind of interference from
day 248 on. Yaw was directly observable for only the 1150-s period indicated,
and was interpolated (as previously described) for the rest of each revolution.
The relatively narrow range of deviations in the interpolated span is due to the
limitations of the interpolation process: the smaller the deviations from the
mean, the less information was used in forming the estimate.
*In cus,ody of Dr. Hiroshi Olitakay, Cuidanc.e. and Control Section (343) , .let
Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 9110"3.
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Figure,; :3-16 and 1-17 aI'e h istogra111S foI' days 206 aIld 24() of iltt hAl(I('
deV iat. i oil from the M0,111 When every 200 s for  every revolution 1.01)17080nted by
the previous 111 u s, t:rat1oil ,,. Each histogram rl'1)roS0lltS a Ilttle ovor 400 po !lit S,
takell from every phase of the attit.lulc functions. All the p istol*,rams for day
249 811010hl};h^'r central pl'111::; .1114 lullgl'1° tails than the day .1(1(i histogr1 i , the
result Of Mud(' S diSturha11c09. The view function on day 24() is further distorted
by the ef fect of y,1w illtorpolat ioIl oV01' most of each revolution; however, S111Ce
the max inlli11l excursion r el; Lull was direCtIV ob .servod and thlS rel;loll tended to
have the highest deviations front the meall, the tclil5 of the frequency (liStrfbu-
Lion arc' relatively undistorted. Comparing the vaw tails of days 249 an(I "Oh
Shows that Mude 5 iiducod greater yaw variab it i.ty. Pitch and roll under Mode 5
Show slot only loll^ , er tails, but also h.il;Iler central peak", w1deli reflect the
reptlarity of reSpunSC to the MOdO `i coulnlandS.
Pipire 3-18 shows the probability with which an attitude devfat10n ill a
FLven axis at any Lillie would exceed a givell multiple of the overall staildard
deviation for that axis. The Smec,th CurveS sliolnl for each axis on day.: 206 and
249 were estimated graphically from the previous 11.1 S1oti?7:1111 dzita.r`' The Sane
function for the t+auSSL111 ;1:18triblIti011 1S .Included for coneparisoii.'—l'4iN^2CCllI'a(`y
of the data functions  ill the llil;ll-511;Illil , 10w-probability region 1-S limited by
the Snkill lllllllber of SM11pleS ill t111S 1'01'io11.	 11oweVe17, theI'e al'e S11f f 1Clent data
to permit the followhig, Colic Ills !oil":
L I	 For any ax is at any t .line , there 1 S approxLmat o ly a 7 percent C11t1110 e
OF all atti.tll(Ie eSC111'8:1oll from t110 1110,111 fllllCt loll of more than
±1 .05,' (for a 1101-111,11 d i.,tl' lblltioll there wolll (I be 10 percent c11a11ee) .
(2	 'For ally I\iS at a1.v t1111e, the f if tieth per"0e11ti10 of attitude
(ley Lilt L011S 11' 0 111 the I11ea11 finiction 1ti at about 0.400 (0.67^7 for a
GallssLill) .
3)	 T11e1-e a1'e SeVel',11 til11eS Inert' C11:1110eS for it 1a1'1W devratLon from tho
menu (lllletioll under Mode 1 Colldit!011S tll.lIl 1111(101' uS11a1 cO1ld1tio11';.
For any axis at any 11111(', tilt' tt t	 ellVelope C(nitaillS 'Ih011t 80
percellt of :ltt 1 tud(' I)ellilvior.
Other C011cluSiollS Could be drain from 1'igIll'e 3-15 with IeSS c011f id('llce, but
Llle 11)OVC'F V011CI U L; 1onS are Se1fl1C1011t t0 1)ut the )l 4 1' ('llr'VOS .111to 1)el'SpeCtive.
To the degree described here, these ('111'veS can rnn(1 will he termed "ch,lr:lcteristic
at:t itude funct ions." As Such, they wi l t h.^ nscd CO Characterize Spans of nlisSf(nl
time within which conditions remained e g sent iall y constant.
2.	 First  Quiescent Data Acqu is f t foil Period (Days 188-220)
1'hiS period is logically separable il1t0 two s11b1)el°10dS, lallich are divided
by the colnpIotLon of OACS trf111111fr11; 011 d:ry 1()'i.
B
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Figure 3-16. Histograms of Atti.tudo. DLvi.at.ions for Pav 206
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Figure 3-1.7. Attitude Histograms for Day 244
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a. OACS Trimming* Period (Days 1887194). Figure 3-19 depicts the average
attitude functions of time for each axis on each day of this period. Also shown
are the contours of extreme li t J for this span of time. Note that pitch remained
the same but rol.l and yaw changed significantly between days 191 and 192, when
the first changes were made in OACS parameters. As an additional aid in evalua-
tion of these functions, Figure 3-20 shows the pitch and roll average functions
for day 188 as uncorrected, fully corrected geodetic, and fully corrected geo-
centric (same as in Figure 3-19). The uncorrected function is the spacecraft
control system view of its own behavior, in a reference system which is geodetic
but with systematic errors. The corrected geodetic function is the actual average
performance relative to local. vertical for that day.
b. Trimmed Quiescent Cruise Period (Days 195-220). Figure 3-21 shows
the characteristic attitude functions for the quiescent period after the last
OACS parameter change of day 194 and before the resumption of Scanwheel inter-
ference on day 220. Pitch in this period is indistinguishable from that of the
aarlier period, and remains essentially the same throughout this 25 days of cruise.
This result was to be expected, since the previous parameter trimming was directed
toward roll and yaw control and the only variable source of systematic error
(horizon radiance variation) changed little on such a time scale. The roll
characteristic function can be seen to change between the beginning and end
of this period, due to the relatively rapid shift of apogee and perigee lati-
tudes over time and the resultant phase shift of the roll altitude correction.
Since the Seasat orbit nearly repeated itself in longitude every 3 days, the
characteristic functions were plotted in groups of three consecutive Gays. Vie
effects of longitude variation can be seen within these triplets for roll and
yaw. Roll/yaw control coupling is evident in the variation of the yaw charac-
teristic, which follows the variation of the roll characteristic. The regularity
of yaw over this period plus the roll/yaw control coupling are the basis for yaw
interpolation in the period after day 255. (This will be discussed later.)
3.	 OACS Mode Research Period (Days 220-225)
At-approximately 08:52:00 on day 220, at the end of rev 605, sun inter-
ference with the right Scanwheel resumed. This precipitated a period of experi-
mentation with OACS modes of operation to find the most acceptable means of
minimizing the effects of this interference. A method frequently used was a
switch to the left signal processor during the time that interference was expected
(see Figure 2-11) for the right Scanwheel, in the often frustrated hope that
the left Scanwheel would not receive interference at the same time as the right
Scanwheel. This mode of interference avoidance was designated Mode 12. Also
attempted were all combinations of primary and secondary Control Logic Assembly
(CLA) power supplies. During revs 626 to 628 on day 221, both right and left.
Scanwheels were used simultaneously in the intended normal. mode of operation;
Figure 3-22 shows the effect of interference in this mode,
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Nigure i .' 1 gives vhamplos of attitude behavior when Diode l: was used.
Not 	 the tr:lll: 1 out .. In al I thl'ee a%v.; when the .11glla1 1 1 I - tit • e..l0l' swItt• 11 wa:+ illade.
pitch and roll l rto the l e C t Scauwhee l were oiwh approximately t1. '1 dot; l ess (more
ilegat ivt'l t hin the equ ivalent value f rom the righ t Seanwllt`t`i . The varlat On Iii
this dil i t'rouvt' was about 0. 1 deg, taken over the complete period In which Mode
I.' w:l:l used.	 Review of (lit- raw, lent iltered telemetry data indicated that the telt
SCallW11001 0\pe1' 'lell00d :1o111e level tit Null interference allhOSt ever}' t I11100 it Was
SWItellt`d ill, which largely aeva nited Ct,r the ob ' t`VVod t Vall`liOnt . 	 'l'11rrt' wa:., Ill
Addit ion, nimv constant bias :luell a s thcit obt owed for the right St'allWhet`1, but
there were illsul! it'iellt good data alld aval table ivsoul'vo" to permit a valid bla,'
dots` minat ion. Qeretorv, a bias \,lily of .',t're Wa K in ed in the production of
all ;attitude ref'ol'ds Crow the left 8eanwhool. Obit` 1 -2 shows the bias values
applied  to the data as a function of CIA power supply and signal processor svivo-
Lion. Table 1 ,
 1 :shows t Imes during Which  the TOOO 1-1 values wore app l led, and
list s all t 1ACS mode changes during this period.
lit all (ACS Cont Vol lllodt`s ?rled during this per tod, tllt` %ost` i app-arvd to
be what wail cal led Mode `), which was disconnect lull or tilt' Vol I tout Vol signal
during the expected period of InttYlerellce. Vigury 1-01 Allows 5 revolutions at
OIL,
 
end of day	 during whit• h this Mode was applied. Although the scale for
Viguroo 3- 21 and 1`- 2 1 are different. these i l lust tat lens can be l • elllpared to set`
hew '`lode `) illll)l'oved ovolal I at  itude behavior in the pl`esent • e of right ;leallw'hool
lntvrf(`rout • ('.	 it can be seen that pitch t,et'amo apple\imatol y normal, roll was
roughly similar. and yaw excursions were 1'eduvvd about 40 percent. When roll
control was distonlieeted, on-board Vol! determination remained operative, so
the int orference could st ill he weal. Roll telemetry during Diode `, showed a
greatly I'educed ilrl erl eronce transient  super imposed on t he smoot h attitude
eh:Iinge due to tlit' roII Wheel momentum being driven toward the nuIt (bias) value.
Table '1 .'.	 p itch and Roll Bias valuo:l
Dodo M`it`t • ( Status	 Ria-, Value.;, deg
Bias Set
	
CIA t'ow'el'	 SIglial	 (boarso	 L ,a`	 Vllit,	 Fllit,
	
tulip l v	 trot e:::tor	 1' i t 11	 Ro l l	 1' 11 eh	 l:o 1 1
	
l	 I	 R I glit	 .11.11 :	 10. ll:'	 10 . 1:	 10.01
R1;,lIt	 -11.11.'.	 10.00	 I(1, It	 t0. 10
	
1	 l &	 R iglit	 tl.11a`i	 111. wt	 10. I lk	 CO. 01`i
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Tab 1 r 3-1. OACS Modr Changot, - Days 220 Thrt)ugh 225
it : ; l.It II - ;	 I ) tit at t,tlt Modr	 Soloot	 St atIv,
lc,'nt
	 u."I l'), t';r„+nd:. Irom .1^a•ttnding i'itt°h
	 Roll.tnd
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A
Table 3-3. OACS Mode Changes - Days 220 Through 225 \Continuation 1)
Mode Status Duration Mode Select Status
Day Event	 (GMT) , (Seconds From AscendingNode) Pitch and Rol'(1978) H:min:s CLA Por ,er Signal Roll Attitude Bias Set
From (Rev) To (Rev) Supply Processor Signal
j
221 09:51:00 5251 (620) 5851 (620) 2 Right Disconnected 2
221 10:01:00 5851 (620) 5213 (621) 2 Right Connected 2
221 11:31:00 5213 (621) 256 (622) 2 Right Disconnected 2	 i
221 11:49:00 256 (622) 5296 (622) 2 Right Connected 2
221 13:13:00 5296 (622) 578 (623) 2 Right Disconnected 2
221 13:35:00 578 (623) 165 (626) 2 Right Connected 2
221 18:30:01 166 (626) 3690 (628) 2 Both Connected 5
221 22:50:00 3690 (628) 1852 (629) 2 Right Connected 2
222-224 00:00:00 1852 (629) 1432 (672) 2 Right Connected 2
a	 225
i
00:00:00 1432 (672) 4648 (675) 2 Right Connected 2
R	 225 05:55:30 4649 (675) 5549 (675) 1 & 2 Left Connected 4
225 06:10:31 5550 (675) 4633 (676) 1 & 2 Right Connected 3
225 07:35:53 4634 (676) 5534 (676) 1 & 2 Left Connected 4
225 07:50:54 5535 (676) 4619 (677) 1 & 2 Right Connected 3
225 09:16:16 4620 (677) 5520 (677) 1 & 2 Left Connected 4
225 09:31:17 5521 (677) 4604 (678) 1 & 2 Right Connected 3
225 10:56:39 4605 (678) 5505 (678) 1 & 2 Left Connected 4
225 11:11:40 5506 (678) 1423 (681) 1 & 2 Right Connected 3
j	 225 15:05:30 1423 (681) 4835 (682) 2 Right Connected 2
225 17:43:00 4835 (682) 5315 (682) 2 Right Disconnected 2
225 17:51:00 5315 (682) 4826 (683) 2 Right Connected 2
225 19:23:28 4826 (683) 5306 (683) 2 Right Disconnected 2
225 19:31:28 5306 !o83) 4816 (684) 2 Right Connected 2
i
f	 225 21:03:56 4816 (684) 5296 (684) 2 Right Disconnected 2
225 21:11:56 5296 (684) 4806 (685) 2 Right Connected 2
R	 225 22:44:24 4806 (685) 52815 (685) 2 Right Disconnected 2
I
225 22:52:24 5286 (685) 2 Right Connected 2
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The yaw excursion was precession due to the roll torque acting on the pitch
momentum bias. The pitch interference effect disappeared under Mode 5 (see
Section 2.4 of Reference 3-5). The fact that the interference phenomenon
moderated so strongly when the roll control signal was disconnected is a clue
to the cause of the interference, but no resources have been applied to analyze
this. Mode 5 was used to avoid the interference phenomenon from day 225 through
day 255, when the geometry of the sun track finally precluded any intersection
with the Scanwheel FOV.
4.	 Period of Cruise in Made 5 (nays 225-255)
Mode 5 was used on a regular basis to moderate the effects of Scanwheel
interference until the geometry of the sun track finally precluded any intersec-
tion with the Scanwheel FOV on day 255. The time points of roll control discon-
nect and reconnect were adjusted regularly to track the predicted times of such
interference. Figure 3-25 shows the characteristic functions and the schedule
for these mode switches over the early part of this period. The time span of
disconnected roll control was 8 min from the latter part of day 225 until the
end of day 226, and was 6 min thereafter. The phasing of Mode 5 was as shown
in Figure 3-25. The experimentation to find the most beneficial. phasing is
evident both in the schedule and in the results (decreased excursions in roll
and yaw) though the results are also aided by changes in sun track geometry.
Figure 3-26 shows the characteristic functions and Mode 3 schedule for the
latter part of this period. On day 247 the sun track began to intersect the
active FOV of t}-.. Scanwheel (near the Earth horizon), producing both pitch and
roll disturbances near both leading and trailing edge horizon crossings. This
phenomenon was expected from pre-launch analyses, and it lasted for 8 days.
Beginning on day 248, Mode 5 was used for a 6-min span twice each revolution,
as shown in the schedule of Figure 3-26. Interference in the active FOV had an
obviously stronger effect on Scanwheel performance than interference in the
blanked FOV, as can be seen by comparing Figures 3-25 and 3-26. Pitch by then
had a marked response to both FOV crossings, roll response was about the same as
previously, and yaw response was stronger. Because there was no sun sensor
coverage (see Figure 2-12) for the northern FOV crossing, the yaw response to
Mode 5 for that interval is not directly determinable. Figure 3-26 shows the
results of the interpolation algorithm, which is of too low an order to accurately
compute such a transient. The tightness of the la boundary in this region is
further evidence of the algorithm's low order. The southern FOV crossing was
largely observed by the sun sensor and, therefore, is accurately portrayed. The
roll response to the northern Mode 5 application is rather weaker than to the
southern. An analysis of wheel speeds, if it were available, would probably show
that Scanwheel speeds were near the bias value at the northerly roll disconnect
and relatively far from bias at the other disconnect.
Figure 3-27 gives two samples of attitude behavior under control of ascent
stage gyros with torque supplied by thrusters. The examples chosen were the
calibration burns on days 227 and 235, and the plots are phased relative to
start of the burn. Each burn was 60-s long, and the two burns were in opposite
directions. This fact can be seen in the attitude response to thruster
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'4 j
misalignment with respect to spvicecraft center-of-gravity. Note the -2 deg
offset of yaw, caused by gyro misalignment. The transient observable at burn
plus 2400 s on day 227 coincides with no recorded command. The switch from
thruster/gyro to reaction wheel (normal mode) control occurred a little after
burn plus 3000 s on both days, and resulted in a smooth changeover.
5.	 Second Quiescent Data Acquisition Period (Days 256-283)
Figure 3-28 shows the characteristic functions for the latter part of the
mission. It can be termed quiescent because it includes no sun interference, no
Mode 5, and no maneuvers. The operational mode was the same as in the first such
period (days 195-219). Comparison of Figures 3-21 and 3-28 shows many similari-
ties and some interesting differences. Pitch is almost identical; roll differs
primarily in the phase of the altitude correction; yaw in the later period is
mostly interpolated based on the average behavior in the earlier period, and
looks similar for that reason. Yaw, was directly observed (see Figure 2-12) by
sun sensor bead 2 near the south pole during each rev in this period, and by sun
sensor head 3 near the north pole beginning around day 274. Note that the yaw
interpolation algorithm, due to its lower order, tends to supply essentially the
same estimated yaw function of time for all yaw data gaps. The accuracy with
which tf.4s estimate represents true yaw behavior will be examined in subsequent
sectionL,
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SECTION IV
YAW AD PARAMETER ESTIMATION
A. INTRODUCTION
In Subsection II-B-3, the Seasat yaw interpolation method was described.
For the algorithm to have acceptable accuracy, JPL was required to Specify for
GSFC the values and time period of applicability of the constant parameters in
Table 2-3. The JI'L analysis that estimated these parameters was based on the
repeatability of yaw as a function of sub-spacecraft latitude and as a function
of a simplified model of yaw/roll cross-coupling. Data from the first trimmed
quiescent cruise period (days 195-219) were used to estimate parameters for the
second such period (days 256-283). Data from the early part of the Mode 5 cruise
period were used to estimate parameters for the latter part of that period. Data
from the first two propulsive maneuvers (days 227 and 230) were used to estimate
parameters for all periods under RCS/gyro control.
B. DATA PROCESSING OVERVIEW
A set of undocumented developmental programs was used to help estimate yaw
AD parameters from GSFC DAFs using the JPL Univac 1108 computer. The first step
was to copy the DAF from the GSFC-supplied AOT tape to a Univac 1108-compatible
tape; this process was performed on the JPL IBM 360 computer. Then the DAF (still
in the IBM format) was processed by a Univac 1108 number-crunching program Lo
produce (1) an edited (time and attitude values only) file in Univac 1108 "blank"
format of all of the attitude records for the given day of data, and (2) a file,
also in blank format, of the mean and standard deviation for each axis at 242
equally spaced phases of the orbit (integer multiples of 25 s from ascending
node). The mean and Standard deviation attitude functions were used to character-
ize attitude behavior as described in Subsection III-C; the mean function was
also used in another Univac 1108 program to find the best (least-squared-error)
fit truncated Fourier series for that day of data. The parameters of several such
(daily) Fourier fits were evaluated to determine the most appropriate fit over
several days to estimate the Ki parameters for the yaw interpolation algorithm.
The edited file of all of the attitude data for a given day was processed by yet
another Univac 1108 program to find the least-squared-error fit to the four para-
meters (two of magnitude, two of phase)of the simplified yaw/roll coupling model.
The parameters of several of these fits were then evaluated to determine the most
appropriate set to use for KR, KRD , tR , and tRD in the yaw interpolation scheme.
Because the Seasat OACS time constant (equivalent) in yaw was 3 or 4 times
k	 as large as the roll axis time constant, roll data had to be significantly smoothed
before estimating the yaw/roll coupling parameters. The ,;PL estimation program
used a cubic spline fit to roll on 300-s centers; GSFC AD software used a
Chebychev polynomial instead of a spline fit but obtained similar results.
4-1
The 111100 1 , t a ill t ies of the Fourier fit predict and of the vawlroll coupling;
model were also established. For the predict model, the following variances wore
su ►mwd:
(1)	 Actual attitude in the reference era with respect to its mean
attitude function.
(:)
	
Average (mean) function with respect to its Fourier approximation.
(1)	 Overall Fourier approximation with respect to the average function
of available attitude data in the target era.
In the latter part of the Modc i cruise period, there. We're no applicable
d. to from Which to estimate ttvm (3), no it was e:it.imated an an arbitrarily
large valve: for interpolat ionm In that period only. The variance of the yaw
roll coupling model was estimated in a manner similar to that described for the
predict, but item (1) was not included since actual, rather than average, data
was used d'► rootl y in estimating the parameters. The uncertainties exitimatod
were used directly in the yaw interpolation algorithm.
C.
	 DATA PROC'F,SSINtG, DFKTAIL
1.	 Fourier Orion Approximation
To obtain a prediction function for yaw behavior, actual yaw data over a
reWreuco period of available data was characterized as a truncated (bins through
fourth harmonic) Fourier series basod on time from ascending node. Although the
orbital period varied over the course of the mission (Figure `+-l), this cronad
no lirst-order error for the predict function, since the Fourier :;cries was
expressed In termn of orbital central angle. Therefore, although the attitude
data was expressed re lat ivo to time, It was analyzed and characterizY In a t ime-
norma l l ood sense.
The progrcun YAWVI'T (which obtained the toast-squared-error fit of the trun-
cated svrics to a rile of average yaw attitude versus time) would first subtract
the effect of solar torque for the day the data was taken and add the solar torque
effect for a given target data. The solar torque model used for this calculation
wan a :amplified version of that published by I,MSC: as Roforonce 4 ,-1, and the
effects on spacecraft attltudo were eomputod through a linearized DAC'S model as
published in Reference° 4-2. Required as Inputs to the program were mun beta angle
(Figure 4-2) and the orbital phase nnglo of sun nadir (Figure 4-3) for both the
day the reference data was taken and for the day for which the predict would be
Made. The Solar torques on the two days were generally quite different relative
to each ether, but In practice they accounted for only a minor proportion of total
vaw behavior.
k
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A	 'i s
llY^.n r
• 'R A
a.	 h LIe.;eetit_ Peri od ,	 Toprel):il'e a predictfundf ction for the second
quiescent period tda y. ')t)-W), the data Of tho first such period (days 195-219)
was atlaly:'ed.	 Figure I-21 gives vxamplos; of the average attitude functions in the
reference period. over 80 percent of '.he available data in this period was used
in the analysis. Plots of individual Fourier tti'im eoefflelonts versus data day
showed some c y e l it' behavior over the 25-day span, but the information was insuf f i-
clout to justify extrapolation of the` cycles to the target era 50-80 cla ys Iater;
therefore, the mean value over an apparent half--cycle was seleewd for each
componeIlt to form the Fourier series characteristic of the reference era.
F i f;ur y 4-4 gives Lwo exalllp i es of the average yaw funv t .ion for a day
iIl the ref orenov period veI'sus both the truncated  Fourier approxilllation for that
day and the truncated Fourier series used to eharacterizv the entire reference
period. 'Tilt' effect of series truncation  at, fourth orhLtal haI'monic eaIl be seed
iIl the comparison of daily average function With dal lv Fourier approximation;
overall standard deviation of this effect was near 0.04 deg. The differences
betweeIl the individual Fonri-or approximations for da ys within the referelle.e period
and the overall Fourier series for that entire period has a standard deviation of
about 0.10 deg. If the variation of avtua l yaw data with respont- to the average
yaw function foI' each da y is takeI1 into account-, it is found that the overall
truncated Fourier series can characterize the reference period yaw behavior With
a statistical accurac'v of about 0.27 deb; (0) .
This accuracy of characterization is actually a f une.tLoI1 of orbital
phase, ranging from 0. I 1 deg to 0.40 dog (10. and is shown as an envelope about
tilt? overall Fourier function in Figure 4-5. To Indicate this function's accuracy
in predicting yaw behavior for the second quiescent period (clays 256-283), the
average yaw functions for Hover& selected days within the later period are also
plotted in I''igure A-5. Yaw wall directl y
 observable for only a part of each
revolutlon because of sun sensor FOV 1inli.tations. The yaw plotted between 4100
and 5100 s was corrected for the alignment errors determined for sun sensor head 2
(see Figure 3-6). (Without this correction, these yaw functions would be approxi-
mately 0.2 dog more negative; that the correction improves the comparison with
the first quiescent period acids confidence to the alignment analysis.) The yaw
plotted between 850 and 1900 s is from sun sensor head 3; this head was apparently
misaligned also (see Subsect i.on 1 I i-C) , but the range of data is insufficient to
estimate the parameters. Therefore, the average data from this head should be
viewed as subje'c't to constant errors of undeturmfnable ma gnitudu and direction,
but probably w_i.thin an envelope of ±0.25 deg or so. This error is, of course, in
addition to the normal varl-ation of yaw about its mean function.
From the data in Figure 4-5, it can be determined that the RIMS error
between the overall Fourier F(t) and the yaw functions for days 273 and 282 is
about 0.44 dug, if only sensor head 2 data is used for the comparison. On other
days, this error is less, belt, for conservatism, the larger value was assumed.
Taking this RMS error as one staIldal y d deviation and collll).ini 1f; it With the overall.
OF from Figure 4-5 leads to a value of 0.55 deg as the conmervaltive to accuracy
of F (t) in predicting yaw for the period of days 256-282.
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b.	 Mode 5 Period. In a manner similar to that described for the
quiescent period, a truncated Fourier series was constructed to predict y.-.w for
the varied ,yaw data gaps that occurred over the period of day.i 226-255. Such
gaps began to appear at the very beginning and rapidly became so large that only
days 226-229 have enough data to support Fourier analysis. Day 227 was excluded
because several revolutions within that day were on RCS/gyro control, which has
a quite different characteristic. The 'Fourier function which best fit days 226,
228, and 229 was then adjusted to emphasize the orbital phase covering the first
4000 s from ascending node and consequently de-emphasizing the last 2000 s. The
reasons for this were threefold: (1) the period between 4000 and 5100 s from
ascending node was tv-,ually covered by sun sensor data, so interpolation was not
usually necessary; (2? toe Mode 5 yaw excursion occLrr.ed regularly -in the latter
part of each revolution, and the truncated Fourier series cannot f!.t such a large
excursion without being a poor fit to the rest of the data; and (3) the Mode 5
excursions varied significantly in orbital phase and amplitude, which meant that
no constant predictor function could make a good fit except during a day or two
of this mission interval.
Figure 4-6 shows the Fourier function chosen to represent yaw for the
entire Mode 5 period, compared with the average yaw functions from the 3 days used
to construct the function (Part 1 of Figure 4-6) and with the average yaw functions
from several selected days subsequent to day 230. The average yaw functions are
plotted only for data from the sun sensors, so the yaw data gaps are obvious.
Part 2 of Figure 4-6 shows clearly how different the yaw behavior was in the Latter
part of the Mode 5 period compared to the begin'Ain g.
Figure 4-7 plots the RMS error of the selected overall Fourier func-
tion with respect to average yaw as a function of time from ascending node. Note
that the lower curve, representing the time period between days 225-235, shows
fairly good performance in the first 4200 s of a revolution, and much poorer per-
formance in the interval containing the Mode 5 excursion. This was the intended
result, for reasons given previously. The upper curve, representing the latter
portion of the Mode 5 era, shows very much worse performance near the Mode 5
excursion, suggesting that performance in the orbital phase not observed by the
sun sensor may also be significantly worse.
Tic, Jata from Figure 4-7 was used to estimate the accuracy of the
overall Fouriei° function for yaw interpolation in the Mode 5 period. Table 4-1
lists these estimate+s as functions of orbital phase and mission phase. Since the
Fourier function was used to interpolate yaw primarily in the interval between
0 and 4000 s from ascending node, the 0.29-deg figure was used as Li for the day
226-235 period. There was no corresponding estimate for the day 236-255 period,
because of the lack of sun sensor data in the appropriate orbital phases, so a
default value of 0.75 deg (1,,) was used.
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'rahle 4-1. Fourier Function Accuracy for Mode 5 Period
RMS I?rror (d(., l;) of Given Function per
Orbital Phase (Seconds from
Ascending Node)
Functional Relationship
Overall FourIor function relative
to aver age yaw f uau • t ion
Actual yaw relative to average
vziw I clnc I ion
Days 226 - 235
	
Days 23 6 - 25 5
0 - 4000
	
4000 - 6000
	
4000 - 5200
	
0.165	 0.55
	
1.27
	0.21	 0.39
	
0.4 2
Over.lII Fourier function relative 	 0.29	 0.68	 1.34
to ,actual yaw
c.	 RCS Con trol Periods (Maneuvers). Yaw characteristic behavior under
RCS/gyro Control waS (1uiescent, with small excursions relative to a mean value
of -).10 del;. This large mean offset was due to an unsuspected gyro misalignment.
Since the clvnanlic behavior waS apparently not a function of latitude or orbital
phase, the Fourier function used to predict yaw for maneuver periods was simply
the offset value, with all sinusoidal terms zeroed. The accuracy of such yaw
eStimation was calculated as 0.71 deg (I, , ) by comparing the constant offset modal
with most of the available data from RCS control periods.
'_.	 Ru11/Yaw Coupling Model
Because of the pitch momentum bins, roll and yaw were coupled gyroscopically
In addition to the il'WrLial quarter-orbit Coupling of a nadir-referenced space-
c • I'aft.
	
A10 1110(',:1 llhed to eStinlate yaw front these relaLiOnSlllpS WIS a linear
('01111)inat ion of roll and roll rate functions:
Y 3 = , , KYR R(L + t R) + (1-^')KYRD R(L +tRD)
ParanleLor eStimation was performed from data sets, each composed of a complete
dav'S worth of data taken every 100 s. Yaw and roll dataa were each fit with a
cubic spline, yaw on 200-s centers and roll on 300-s centers. The fit accuracv
(10) dul'ing quieSCenL periods was 0.002 to 0.003 deg for yaw and about 0.02 deg
for roll; for Mode 5 periods the fit accuracies were 0.01 to 0.03 deg and 0.03
to 0.05 deg, reSpeCtively. The lower fit accuracy for roll indicated that higher
4- 1,3
.•tee
frequency roll components were being filtered out by this process, which was
desirable since only the lower frequencies were likely to be correlated with yaw.
Evaluation of then spline at any time (t) produced an accurate value for position
A or R) as well as rate Q. Thej program used to estimate the parameters of the
model in gain QKYit and (1-QKYRD) and phase A and tRD ) would search for the
local minimum in the variance between Y 31 as defined above, and yaw data. Far ea
data set, three separate evaluations were made: one each for roll position WI)
roll rate Q=O), and the combination of roll position and rate. from several suc
evaluations a representative set of parameters was selected, and Y3 from this
representative set was compared again with several data sets to estimate the over
all performance level.
a.	 QY!V scent Period. Data from several days in the first quiescent
period was anllyzvd to produce parameters for yaw interpolation in the second
quiescent period. Since the orbital phase from 4100 to 5000 s after ascending;
node was normally observed by sun sensor head 2 in the latter period, yaw inter-
polation would not have to be performed for that orbital phase. Therefore, that
interval was excluded from the parameter estimation process. The results
suggested that for roll position alone, the gain (K YR ) should Oe 1.48 and the
Phase KR) about 1000 s. For roll rate alone, the gain (KYRD) should be 750
with phase KRD ) of 450 s. In combination, the value of 0.4 for the relative
proportional factor (w) gave the best results. When this combination of para-
meters was clucked in the Y3 model against actual yaw data, for days 205, 214,
and 218 (exclusive of the 4100- to5000-s phase), the RMS error was 0.34 deg.
Performance was also checked against available (preliminary) data from the second
quiescent period. This data, from days 268, 274, and 282, had to be corrected
for roll bias and sun sensor 2 misalignment before comparing with early data taken
from sun sensor 1. However, the corrected data yielded RMS errors against the
Y3 model of 0.27 dog, which is the same result as a similar check against data
from the same orbital phase in the first quiescent period. Therefore, it appears
that the roll/yaw coupling model is as accurate on early quiescent period data as
on the later data and, therefore, can he used with confidence to interpolate yaw
data gaps.
Figure 4-8 shows two revolutions of yaw data from day 218, together
with the Y 3 function from the corresponding roll data for each revolution. The
revolutions were chosen to illustrate relatively good and relatively poor corres-
pondence between Y 3 and true yaw. Nate that Y 3 tends to stay in phase with yaw
but can have significant ampli.ude errors. Figure 4-9 makes the same kind of
comparison in the target era: the second quiescent period. As far as can be
determined with the limited data available, Y 3 zompares to yaw equally well in
both quiescent periods.
h.	 Mode 5 Period. Because of the rapid growth of yaw data gaps in the
early part of this period, only days 226-229 have enough data to justify para-
meter estimation.	 For the same reasons described for the quiescent periods, the
Interval between 4100 and 5000 s from ascending node was excluded from the
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estimation process. Day 227 was also excluded since a signi r i.cant fraction of
that clay was spent on RCS/gyro control for an orbital trim maneuver. The analysis
showed that the best parameters for roll alone were 1.50 in gain (K YR) and 700 s
in phase ( tR). For roll rate alone, the bast parameters were 925 in gain (KYRD)
and 290 s in phase (tR^). The best combination of the two was obtained with the
proportionality constant F-0.2. For the day 226, 228, and 229 data, exclusive of
the 4100- to 5000-s interval, the performance of this combination was about
0.26 deg RMS.
In the transmittal of these parameters from ,IPL to GSFC, the K YRD and
t  values were inadvertently interchanged. All of the Mode 5 Yaw data from day
227 through tidy 255 was interpolated, where required, with KRD= 700 and tR=925.
The other parameters were as given above. Recheck of this (actual) yaw/roll model
against the day 226, 228, and 229 data shows performance of 0.29 deg RMS rather
than 0.26 deg RMS. Although this represents a loss of performance, it is not
serious, and the difference is within the accuracy of the parameter estimation
process.
Figure 4-1.0 shows three assorted revolutions of yaw data from the
early Mode 5 period along with the Y3 functions from the corresponding roll data.
Y 3 is shown for both the best set of parameters and the set actually implemented.
The difference in performance is difficult to see except during the Mode 5 yaw
excursion. Note that the Y 3 function has an erroneous negative transient which
is due primaril y to roll. rate behavior at the Mode 5 event; the Y 3 model describes
fairly well the steady-state roll/yaw relationship, but does a relatively poorer
job on transients. The accuracies quoted earlier do not include this transient
response error.
Figure 4-11 gives two examples of yaw data compared with the ,Ictuil
Y3 function for the latter portion of the Mode 5 period. Yaw data was limited to
the 4000-5000s interval for which Y3 was not optimized, and, therefore, the
comparisons are not favorable. Also, the phase of the Mode 5 event advanced
regularly until it could no longer he observed by the sun sensor. Table 4-2 shows
the accuracy of Y 3 in the 4100- to 5000-s interval for both early and late portions
of the Mode 5 period. Those accuracies reflect performance under transient condi-
tions; most of the revolution is more nearly at steady state., and the Y3 parameters
estimated from the early data can safely be assumed to represent yaw (outside the
transient region) as well in the later portions of the Mode 5 period as in the
earlier portions.
C.	 RCS Contro l Pe riod s (Maneuver s). When the spacecraft was under
RCS/gyro control,	 the misalignment of the yaw gyro caused a large fixed offset
in yaw. Since the Y 3 model had no provisions for such offsets between mean roll
and/or	 roll- rate and mean vaw,	 the Y 3 model had over '2-deg RMS error during such
periods. Therefore, Y 3 was not used for vaw interpolation during maneuvers.
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Table 4-2. Y3
 Accuracy (deg) at 4100-5000 s From Ascending Node
Day of Year	 Mean Error	 Standard Deviation
	 RMS Error
226 -0.75 0.53 0.92
228 -0.62 0.35 0.71
229 -0.67 0.34 0.75
Overall -0.68 0.42 0.80
(Early Mode 5)
245 -1.36 0.69 1.53
254 -0.43 0.55 0.70
Overall -0.90 0.63 1.09
(Late Mode 5)
D.	 DATA BASE FOR YAW ATTITUDE. DETERMINATION
Table 4-3 lists the values of yaw interpolation parameters and sun sensor
head 2 alignment angles in each of the five AD data bases created for Seasat.
Also given is the range of days of data to which each data base was applied.
Table 4-4 lists the per-revolution applicability of data bases 3, 4, and 5 on
maneuver days.
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Table 4-4. Data Base Applicability for Maneuvers
Event Times
YAWINT
i
Event	 j
DOY	 Rev
Data Base Description	
!From To
227
	
700-702 00:00:00 4:18:20 3 Normal.	 (Mode 5)
702 2:30:19 Start RCS
703 4:19:50 4:29:10 5 Yaw Data Gap
704 6:00:15 6:09:55 5 Yaw Data Gap
705 7:41:08 7:42:08 Burn
705 8:32:00 Stop RCS
705 7:40:30 7:51:15 5 Yaw Da.ta Gap
706 9:21:10 9:32:05 3 Yaw Data Gap
Subsequent 3 Yaw Data Gap
230	 743-745 0:00:00 3:00:00 Normal (Mode. 5)
r
745 2:38:32 Start RCS
745 2:40:45 2:59:10 3 Yaw Data Gap
746 4:21:00 4:39:40 5 Yaw Data Gap
747 5:44:25 5:50:10 5 Yaw Data Ga',
747 6:01:30 6:20:25 5 Yaw Data Gap
748 7:24:30 7:31:10 5 Yaw Data Gap
748 7:42:00 8.01:10 5 Yaw Data Gap
j	 748 7:46:58 7:48:22 Burn
t
749 9:10:00 Stop RCS
R	 749 9:05:20 9:11:30 5 Yaw Data Gap
749 9:22:40 9:41:40 3 Yaw Data Gap
Subsequent 3
I
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Table 4-4. Data Base Applicability for Maneuvers (Continuation 1.)
Event Times
DOY Rev
^ YA14INT Event 
From To
Data Ba.0 Description
235 Up to 819 0:00:00 6:10:00 3 Normal (Mode 5)
819 6:17:50 7:26:05 4 Yaw Data Gap
819 6:39:27 RCS Start
820 7:56:45 9:05:55 5 Yaw Data Gap
820 9:20:36 9:21:36 Burn
821 9:27:15 10:49:45 5 Yaw Data Gap
821 10:12:02 RCS Stop
822 11:18:10 12:21:20 3 Yaw Data Gap
Subsequent 3
238 Up to 862 0:00:00 7:53:20 4 Normal (Mode 5)
862/863 7:41:55 7:52:40 4 Yaw Data Gap
863 8:01:40 9:00:25 5 Yaw Data Gap
863 8:10:27 Start RCS
863 9:22:22 9:29:21 Burn
864 10:00:02 Stop RCS
863/864 9:22:40 9:32:50 5 Yaw Data Gap
864 9:40:35 10:39:30 4 Yaw Data Gap
Subsequent 41
252 Up to 1072 0:00:00 24:00:00 4 Normal (Mode 5)
252 1072 23:25:32 Start RCS
1.071/1072 22:32:20 23:54:10 4 Yaw Data Gap
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Table 4-4. Data Base Applicability for Maneuvers (Continuation 2)
Event Times
	
YAWINT
	 EventDOY	 Rev
From	 To	
Data Base	 Description
253
	 1073	 0:13:25	 1:38:55	 5	 Yaw Data Gap
1073	 1.:10:22	 1:10:50	 Burn
1073	 1:53:02	 Stop RCS
1073/1074	 1:53:10	 3:15:50	 4	 Yaw Data Gap
Subsequent	 4
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SECTION V
CHARACTERIZATION OF AD ACCURACY
A.	 SUN SENSOR ERROR SOURCES
Attitude determination in all three axes was affected by sun sensor errors.
Pitch and roll were affected through the biases determined by c.: ,mparison of Scan-
wheel output data with concurrent sun sensor data. The achieved accuracies of
bias determination are demonstrated in Section 3.2.2 of Reference 2-9. Yaw AD
accuracies will be explained in the following paragraphs.
The GSFC method of determining yaw attitude from sun sensor data is subject
to three classes of errors: (1) coupling of roll and pitch AD errors into yaw
AD, (2) sun sensor alignment errors, and (3) sun sensor observation errors. The
error source mapping into yaw can be expressed as the first-order raylor's expan-
sion of the yaw estimate:
n
157Y 	 Y +	
aY ^
e = o  
i = 1
where
Ye = yaw estimate
Yo = true yaw
i = ith error source
For this case, there are seven error source groups: pitch and roll AD error,
misalignment of the sun sensor boresight in spacecraft clock, cone, and twist,
and sun sensor observation errors in the two sun sensor orthogonal coordinates
cone and cross-cone. The sensitivities (first partial derivatives) of yaw to
these error source groups are derived in References 2-2 and 3-3 and are summar-
ized here:
	
Yaw	 cos a
s
	
Roll	 tan (3
s
	
D Yaw	 sin as
8 Pitch tan %
A+
5-1
Yaw = -1
^a (%B
	
Yaw
	
sin (a s -CI B)
	
('B 	-	 tan ^3s
	
^ Yaw
	
COS (( x s - a B ) sin fiB
- cos (3
	
B	 y	 tan ( s	 B
2
	
a 
Yaw	
S2 - 1
	
`Yss	 sin 
s 
cos 
^B 
cos % cos (rx s - (AB) + sin ^s sin (1 BI
	Yaw	
= _ sin (as - aB) tan 6 + S2 cos (a s - (I
	
ss	 s	 3
S 2	 = cos (3B sin Qs cos (a s - (IB ) - cos Q sin a 
S 3	 = sin Q  sin (3s cos ((x s - a B ) + cos Q cos ^B
where
(Xs' % = clock, cone angles of sun in spacecraft coordinates
(j B' ^B'B - clock, cone, twist alignment angles of sun sensor boresightin spacecraft coordinates
cX	 (3	 =
ss	 ss	
cross-cone, cone angles of sun in sun sensor coordinates
B.	 AD ERROR BUDGETS
References 5-1 and 5-2 give error budgets for Seasat attitude determination
in all three axes. Reference 5-1 reflected the consensus of estimates from LMSC,
GSFC, and JPL based on pre-launch expectations. Reference 5-2 was written after
6 weeks of orbital operations, and reflected changes of some estimates based on
this operational knowledge. Further operational experience and thought by both
5-2
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..;A
,1P1, alid t+;iFC llitve l)rotltlet'd f urt her roI it omont of tllt` AP orror I)udgot. s. The GISR,
ent inmates .n d their rationale are presented in Section l of Reference 2-9. ` ho
.1PL estimates are summarized in Tables 5-, 1 and 5-1.
rable `i -1 , which t rt`:lt s of Pit ch and rol l AD aecuraelvs, has several
ditlt'1't`nevs from a similar table in Rolorvne o 4 -2. The allocation for Svanwht'ei
noise a i t of runn l lrg; .lvt'l'a9v l l 1 t or i ng had been increased to 0.04 dog ill Rol or .-
once 4-1, but lurthvr operational experience indicated good ht'rlol'llanev with the
100-s period l i l t er. so the allocation was returned to the 0 . t11 -dvg level.  GSK
analyovs Nt'c l ion 1.4a  o t Rol erellce 1- 4 ) :showed no .+e:lnwht`t` i npvvd-dt`pvndvnt
of 1 ect	 ;',rt`a( t'1' than the 0.01-dvg accuracy of their anal y tic method, so that
al locat ion was reduced to 0.02 dog. The values for temperature varial ionA :n d
threshold st.1hl l 1t v had Non Increased b y t .' in Rvivrvnev 1-1 to allow lof the
possibl y larger effects of operating on a single Seanwhvvl rather than the dual
(nominal) svntvm; operational vxpvrivnev has shown no reason to suspect larger
of l ect	 sty the allocations  1aere returned to the values of Reference 1-1. 	 lid•
similar reasoning the al locat loll for at t it ude computer drift was reduced to the
low elld o f tilt` range ? ,Jvcu in Reference W. The bias deiermination error allo-
cation was rt`tillced to (lit` values estimated b y I SFC l of the determinations Gov
performed. The al locat ion for random horlson radiance errors has lo't`h made a
Inlet ion of subsp.let'cral l latitude, hamvd on l SFC anal y sis (Section 1.4.2 of
Reference )- . t1) . 	 Figure 1--1 show" the time lnnot ion for this enrol • budget anti
for the total Al l avoilravv of pltvh and roll.
it should he noted that 'fable 4E-•1 applies onl y under the condit ions which
ht`callk` nol'llLil for soasal : 	 :single (right) Seanwhvvl operation, with no sun inter^
forvnev.	 There tavr y periods of time during days 220-2:4 (and lunch later oil
rev 1 1 l ;) when the left Seanwhee 1 was used; there tarn an approximate U . ` -dvg
o l I sot observable who p	Welt` switched, and Intermittent sun i nt err tr-
vnvv cdusvd .'°dvg errors. 1 1 11 the right Scanwheel from da y 22 9 to da y 295,
there was :ill interference effect once a revolution (Iwicv a revolution from
d:iv . ' . IU to d.iv 05), which was largel y but not complelviv edited b y the l;SFC
data processing system. Although 'hi.`; effect was ,maul and probabl y negligible
11 It happened during Modv 4 , M r y were some revolutions, among them revs ;t)h--
;11 plus 812 and Sol, when Plodo K was not used, and the effects on l inal AD wort,
011 tilt` order of 0..'-1.0.  tlt`t;.
abl y 1-1 gives the error budgets lei' vaw determination from sun sensor
data.	 Tile budgets tot" indIvIduaI error sources d1fIo' Irom those p rev IousIN,
allocated in Rvlerellcv 9 -2 in three areas.	 Since temperature gradients were
moderato c0:neared to tho max Ima prod IoLod hvforo Iaunch, Ills` aII ova I Ion I o r Ihest`
effects was reduced b y a I.letor of approximately : and applied onl y to the axis
.Ihoul which tile maxililum effect could he expected to occur.	 Alignment uncertainty
was I lit, reasod to account ter tllt` accuracv of IntIIght ea11 bra 11ull of svnHoI -
head	 and lot' tilt' apparent hounds of illisalit;nment of sensor head I (set' ties°
t ion I. 1..' of Rvit rvnce )- Q and Subsection III-B).	 The cont ribut ion due to pitch
alld veil All orror was modified to correspond to actual Soar, experience on each
:sensor head. 'rho total yaw AD error valuer: shown in Table 9-1 are the result of
Illappilll, tllt'se` error sources into yaw wlIh tilt` equal tons: of Subsvel Ion V—A. Tho
rango o 1 \':i i ties g l vvn I s tilt` m  n { plum I o illax I mum va I tit`s obso rvod 1 n much ma pp l Ill;
over t lit` ( , lit ire range of Nun posit ions experienced b y Soasa l .
9_3
Table
	
1. All Frror Budgets (1o) for Pitch and Ro ll
(for Oporat ion on Might Sranwhool Only)
No. I t 0111 111 t ell Ro I I
I 1\4mtlom horizon radtanco variation
Noiso aI t y r	 1:0 -s avvraginl; 0.01 0.01
I ScanwhM a goo d varlat 1011 0,0; 0.0
Umhrrat ur y varIat Ions 0.OW) 0.One
`, Thrvshold	 stahillt y 0.001) 0.00
0 At t it udo	 vomput or drift	 and aging 0.0ho O.Ohh
Bias di'mminat ion error 0.00 0.0.,
S Blam dvtvrminat ion obsorvahi i ity 0.01 0.0]
Total (ir t;,	 3o) 0.14-0.28 0.13-0.18
'Pablo S-2. AP Error 13udgtit (3o) for Yaw
(When Sun is OhHervahly)
No.	 1 t x'111	 Svnsor 1 ► to ad 1	 Sensor Hoad 2	 Svnmor Hvad 3
1
3
5
Sun svnHor nevuram ,	0.05	 0.05
(pvr axis)
l,aunrh shock
	
0.01	 0.01
Sun mvnso r a l i gnmvnt
	
0.003
	
0.08a
(hor ax is)
I'hvrmal distortion
	
0.O .^5 (tune)	 L). 02'i (twilit )
Pitch and roll AD error 	 0.000-0.107	 0.000-0.1413
coupling into yaw AI) error
Yaw AI) error (del;, 30)	 0.051-0.205	 0.04h-0.208 a
0.0
().OI
0.:'_`i
0.O.I.1i (twist )
0.000-0.109
0.253-0.308
1 Amsumvs that known misal ignmont is taken Into account.
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Figure 5-1. Mtch/Roll AD Accuracy	 'I MLA in ROV011t ion
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Note that Table 5-2 accuracies for sensor head 2 apply only if correction
has been made for the measured misalignment of this head. Such correction was
made in GSFC data processing up to day 255. Definitive attitude files for days
256-283 can be corrected by using; the information in Figure 3-6. If the indicated
correction is not applied to this data by the user, the accuracy estimate should
be appropriately revised.
The yaw AD accuracy function of time is presented in detail in Figures 5-9
through 5-12.
C.	 YAW INTERPOLATION ACCITRACY
The accuracy of the yaw interpolation process can only be inferred, not
measured. Iiy definition, it is a means of supplying an estimate at times no
direct measurement is available, so there is no direct means of verifying the
estimates made. However, an estimate of interpolation performance can be formed
by comparing its performance against real data under simulated data gap conditions
Mid malting; appropriate inferences.
1.	 Data trap S imulat ions
a.	 Quiescent Period. Data from three consecutive days (214-216) of the
first quiescent period, 37 revolutions in all, was used to simulate the attitude
data conditions of the second quiescent period (days 250-283). The parameters of
YAWINT data base. 2 (soe 'fable 4-2) were used to create an interpolated yaw esti-
mate function for the orbital interval between -1040 and +4100 s from ascending
node. This interval approximately covers the orbital phases of sun sensor data
gaps in the second quiescent period (see. Figure 2-12). To the extent that yaw/
roll behavior is similar: in the two quiescent periods, this simulation models
vaw interpolation for clays 256-283. 'Three consecutive days were chosen to aver-
age out the effects of longitudinal variation, since Seasat was in a near-3-day-
repeat orbit. figure 5-2 presents the results of this simulation as mean error
(ii), mean plus and minus standard deviation of error (1i ' M, and the extrema of
error, all as functions of time from data gap start. Note that true yaw tends
to be more positive than the interpolation in the northern hemisphere and more
negative than the interpolation in the southern hemisphere. The average mean
error over the entire simulated gap is -0.01 deg. Without corroborating evidence
from an independent source (e.g., the SAR) of data from the day 256-283 period,
the dynamic function of error has low confidence as a predictor for that period,
and the mean error should be considered zero. Overall performance is 0.79 deg
(3 RMS).
To estimate the similarity of actual (observable) yaw in the target era
with :simulated interpolated yaw, another comparison was made. The RMS error of
interpolated ysw in the orbital phase: 4100 to 5000 s from ascending node was
evaluated for days 214-216 in the first quiescent period and for days 257, 258,
and 268 in the second. Sun sensor data does generally exist in this orbital
phase for the second period, and, therefore, a real performance estimate can be
made. As it happens, this orbital phase is quieter (in vaw) than that
Pj
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I'c'hl't`sc`ntcd b\' l ' irurc n °. , at l east lt e r diva 211^,' 1 h,	 Cho comparison o f rt`¢:11 1 ts
between the first And second quiescent periods is shown later in Table K.;.
There is an increase in RMS error loo this orbital phase lrom the I irst period
to tilt' second.	 Fivatillg this increase as dill' to a previously unaccounted indc'®
pondvni error sc c l iev, it would have a value of 0.4 1 deg (i RMS) . This can be
ROW wit h the ll. :c1 dog (i RMS ) overall pc' I'icr-mance in the :3illlll l at od data gaps
to inter 0,0, deg (; RMS) 1cal' t he real da ta gaps in t he second quiesc ent per iod.
b.	 :`Galt' 1 1't'Hod.	 As described ahovv for the quiescent periods, data
,^ __
gaps la'i'c`	 ililil:ll t'd t c l' t ht` Mode A periods.	 Since real data gaps had already
appeared at the beginning of this era, onl y limited data K:Is available for com-
parison.	 From da y 2 , to day NA, tilt` actual data gaps varied considerably in
lllllllbvr, Vic, and phase, an can be st'i'll in Fit;llrc' . -l.',
	
By day P 1 4, there was
only one rAp, and it was between 0 00 and 1 0 4 0 afrom Ascending node. Using
1 AWI N l' data base I and t ht' ava i 1 ab 1 t' data from days .':'ti and NO, the day 214
data gap Was simulated, The results are shown in Figure K - ; . The pattern of
c`l'ror is obviousl y dillc`rvnt from that of the quiescent period (1'II T,ury
 VS,
driven mainl y
 by tht' Mode I excursion in the latter part of the gap. The overall
lllt'all is about 0.01 d0 1; And i't"Ain :3110111d he COVIsldc'rt'd
li c'c'allst` Of the signil is ant l\' poorer interpolation performance near t he
Mode 11 t`Xc'llrai011 &ON was in tilt' southern homispht ro l , better estimates of
por orrianc e can be made by considering the 160 4 regIc e ll as d i st inct from t he
rest of the t'ovolut io". Ac'c'ordingly, interpolation pl dormant e was estimated
for Lita 111 t he interval of 1200 , fo ll owing t he ro l l migna 1 disc'onnec't kModl'
start) and noparatel y for tilt ` data in tlw rest cal each rvvolul lon, 	 Table `.i
shah's the results for vaw prediction (1 1,) from the Fourier series, yaw inferred
from rol l and roll rate (1';l, and the overall yaw interpolation estimate (h.
AS can be seen in the tablo, interpolation performance is two to three times
bol ter awav t I'om the Mode 4 interval than hear i t ,
	
Th is ll onns that scienti f ic
data t mill t he nort hern hemisphere is much bet ter st`rved than that from the
sotHhvrn hemisphere: hAppil y , the northern hemisphere also draws t he most
scic'ilt i l ic interest.
Portc c rnallc e ovalllaE loos were nude from available data throughout tilt' dad'
221-)k period.	 For each individual da y
 within that period, the appropriate
accuracies can he obtained by interpo lat ing Tabl e
 
9 - 1.	 ncc data from dad's V;
and .'.34 tends to be concentrat ed in the l ow lat itudes, so t ha t their performance
l igures Arc biased toward higher ttllc • t'1'laill. t it's.	 A more ippropriato set of
V:lluos t cal' (hr dins between 210 and 214 are the overall l i1',ures given be t he
table for this period.
The orbital phase of the data gaps in the later part ion of the G de ')
period was almost the same as for tilt' second quiescent period.
	 Such data gaps
were simulated, again on data lrom da y s W8 and 22 0 , but using IAWINT data
bast' 4.	 The rosltit s are shown iii Figure 4 --1.	 TV overall IlvAn error is now
0.08'dvg, which ma y' be significant. That this value is larger than for the
other periods is dill' primari l y to the pooror performance ncar the Mode K excur-
sion. The int erpo lat ed catimate consistent I v undershot tine vaw O r large
excursions, in order to minimlic error for the more usual till:ill excursions. ThO
si.'.c' of	 this;	 l%*,is :1N	 1ar, , o as :) dog,.
i-1;
oN
Table 5-3. Yaw Intorpolation Accuracy (Midl,'Lie of a Long, Data Gap)
Performance (3 x RMS,	 deg) for Given .)vital Phase and YAWINT Data Base 2
Data Sun Sensor Data Available Sun Sensor Data Not Available
DaY
in Target Era in Target Era
NY AY
3
A
Ay
Ay 	 Y3	 AyP
0.08 0.51" 0.58 0.82 0.95 0.77
215 0.71 o.56 0.585 0.82 0.95 0.77
1 16 o.73 0.53 0.58 0.86 1.00 0.83
Overall 0.71 0.55 0.58 0.83 0.97 0.79
257 0.75 0.78 0.80
1 58 0.86 0.73 0.73
268 1.04 0.80 0.8"
Overa I' 0.89 0.7-1
Mode 5 Start + 1200 s
0.79 0.99`1 Lila 0.95 a
NOT
	 (Mode 5 Start + 1200 s)
Data
Dav
Ay Ay AY AY
"'y 11'3
 (d.b.1) (d.b . 4) Ay P
1Y3
	 (d.b.3) (d.b.4)
226 1.81 1.82 1.47 0.93 1.02	 0.68
228 1.62 1. Q114 1.45 1.79 0.82 0.91	 0.62 0.81
2 29 1.79 2.01 1.67 1.90 0.82 0.91	 0.63 0.84
2 32 2.4o 1.w 1.85 0.83 0.72	 0.63
3.42 2.o4 2.56 1.14 1.10	 0.97
Overall 1.89 1.84 1.84 0.92 0.94	 0.72 0.82
1 50 3.84 1.911 1 .89
251 4, 18 19 2.2
Overall 4.01---. NA 1.71`1 1 . wi
	
NA 1.24a
111tCrred from comparison of availabl e data from appropriate orbital and mission phases.
F,
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In the later port 1oil of the Mode 5 era, the only yaw behavior observable
by t1le cull sensor was ill the orbital phase disturbed by Mode 5. Compar ison of
av'Ii fable data from Nult t: 11110per1iui wltll data from days 228-2 29 having flu , same
phase relationship to Mode 5 stare shows a de g rease in interpolation performance
fl-0111 1.84 del', to 2.06 del; (3 RMS). Following the rationale used for the quies-
cent period, this additional uncertaint y call be attributed to another error
source of value 0.94 der; (3 RMS). Combining this in an RMS Sense with the
0.82-del; overall performance fcr days 228-229 leads to the estimate of 1.24 clef*
(3 RMS) for yaw i.nterpolatiLill performance outside the Mode 5 disturbance region.
2. llterpo lilt fon Error Distribution
The interpolation error of Figures 5-2 through 5-4 was analyzed to deter--
mine the relative frequency of various; values of error. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 are
the histograms resulting frort this analysis, and incorporate 882 and 492 samples,
respectively. The only truly significant difference between the two histograms
I'; the mean shift due to Mode 5. The apparent deviations from the classical
hell-shape are probably due to the small number of samples.
Figure. 5-7 shows the distribution of RMS error with respect to orbital
phase for the three simulated interpolation cases. As for the previous two
figures, the scaling is correct only if true yaw behavior in the target (simu-
lated) eras was identical to that ill the reference eras. However, even if
actual behavior is only similar to these simulations, it appears that RMS error
Is less in the orbital phase between +72 c'N and descending node than in the rest
of the r^.A)Illtion. This information could be used to give preference to data
taken in this orbital plmsc , but was not used in the overall estimates (given in
Subsection V-C-3) of yaw interpolation performance.
Figure 5-8 plots the cumulative distribution function of RMS interpolation
.-rror for four cases: (1) simulated second quiescent period, (2) simulated
early Mode 5 period, (3) simulated late Mode 5 period, and (4) a C<ussian dis-
tribution. Each data set was normalized to its ensemble RMS value to lielp the
comparison of distribution shapes. It is quite evident in Figure 5-8 that
there is no significant difference between any o f the functions and the normal
distribution. The raggedness at high multiples of RMS is due to the paucity of
samples. 'Therefore, RMS interpolation error can be understood as the standard
deviation of a normr.l (list rl.birtion, so that the ninety-ninth percentile is at
2.56 RMS, the fiftieth percentile is at 0.67 RMS, etc.
3. Yaw Interpolation Accuracy Versus Time
Figures 5-9 through 5-12 reflect all of the information in the preceding
paragraphs, and they display yaw attitude determination accuracy as functions
of orbital and mission phases. Figure 5-9 shows the early mission phases when
the sun was continuously observable by sun sensor head 1. The variations in
yaw AD accuracy are caused by the pattern of sun positions within the sun sensor
FOV on the given day, but without regard to attitude deviations. Significant
yaw excursions did occur previous to day 195 and after clay 219; the former
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would cause no discernible change in Figure 5-9, but the latter would cause a
shift forward in apparent mission phase of approximately a day for each positive
degree of yaw. There were also some 15- to 20-min periods in several revolution,,
between days 220 and 225 when pitch and roll were seriously in error due to sun
interference; the coupling of pitch and roll AD error into yaw could produce
I to 1.5 deg of yaw All error at those times. Allowance for these variations in
accuracy would have to be done on a rev-by-rev basis, which is impractical in
this report.
Figure 5-10 covers the mission period in which yaw data gaps began to
appear and the transition to sun sensor head 2 occurred. The interpolation
accurac y as a function of orbital phase was computed with the variance model
described in Fabsection II-I3-3, using variance values inferred from 'fable 5-3.
One variation from that model is the use of the Table 5-3 value for A? perfor-
mance as the limiting variance value rather than the less conservative oyo com
-
puted by the model. Again, actual attitude deviations ware not takeri into
account in this figure, do that the true pattern of accuracies can differ from
that shown; however, Figure 5-10 is still a good guide to the accuracies avail-
able in this mission please. These accuracies do not apply to those revolutions.
on days 227, 2:30, 235, and 238 when the RCS/gyro control mode was in force.
Except for the half —rev transition (each wa y ) between control modes, the yaw
interpolation accuracy in the RCS/gyro mode was 0.7 deg (3 RMS).
Figure 5-11 shows the later portion of the Mode 5 mission period. All
directl y observed Vino data comes from time sensor head 2. Accuracies were com -
puted as described earlier for Figures 5-9 and 5-10, except that an additional
uncertainty was inserted in the orbital phase during which Mode 5 was used in the
northern hemisphere (see Subsection III-C-4).
Figure 5-12 covers the second quiescent period and includes the end of the
mission. The •scale is expanded by a factor of two compared to Figures 5-10 and
5-11 because of the smaller range of uncertainties to be expressed. Note that
still 	 head 3 produced data over the high northern latitudes during; the last
few days of the mission, starting around day 274.
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SECTION VI
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS*
A. SUMMARY
The first satellite built to observe the world's oceans, Seasat suddenly
stopped sending data from orbit on 10 October 1978 after 105 days in space. In
October, it was believed that a massive short circuit of the solar array
rendered it unable to transmit or receive any signals. It was concluded finally
that the loss of power was caused by a massive and progressive short in one of the
slip ring assemblies. (The slip ring assemblies were used to connect the power
system in the Agena with Seasat's rotating solar cell panels.)
Although the premature termination of the Seasat mission prevented observa-
tion of the change in sea conditions from season to season, a sufficient amount
of flight data was obtained to evaluate the feasibility of the scientific aspects
of the mission and to perform comprehensive post-launch attitude determination
evaluations of the following: the Earth's horizon radiance model, cold cloud
effects on IR data, the performance and the alignment accuracies of the attitude
sensors and cortrol system, and the capabilities of the Seasat attitude support
software. Furthermore, the results of these analyses suggested the following
recommendations for future mission support.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations for attitude determi ation mission support
hardware and software are derived from the Seasat mission support experience.
The hardware recommendations deal primarily with the IR scanners and sun sensors,
and some additional attitude sensing hardware is suggested. The software recom-
mendations deal briefly with each aspect of the data processing to point out some
of the handicaps in the operational support software. No comments are presented
about the observed sun interference in the IR scanner.
1. IR Scanner Recommendations
The attitude determination error analysis demonstrated that the increased
accuracy that was expected from the normalized threshold locator logic was nulli-
fied by the relatively broad band pass of the IR scanner optics. As a result of
the broad band pass, atmospheric phenomena on the Earth's surface as low as 8 km
(4.3 nm) ltitude perturbed the threshold normalization voltage. The random
errors thus introduced could not be modeled and exceeded the horizon radiance
corrections being applied by the attitude determination software by a factor of
2. Although the normalized threshold system may have been necessary for attitude
control stability (in that it reduced long-term fluctuations due to the
seasonal/latitude-dependent radiance variations), a fixed threshold system,
*Based heavily on Section 5 of Reference 2-9.
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assuming the same IR band pass, would have presented a more tractable problem
for attitude determination. For the fixed threshold system, unmodeled cold
cloud errors would have been greatly reduced and the errors in the model for the
systematic radiance changes would have been no worse than those for the normalizE
threshold locator. Therefore, the attitude determination errors for the fixed
threshold locator logic wound have been smaller than those for the normalized
threshold system.
The attitude error analysis completed 1 year before launch detronstrated
that the 3o error limits on attitude determination performance could not be met.
The analysis was initiated and completed too late in the mission support to have
any effect on the spacecraft flight hardware configuration. Although similar
analysis performed by the spacecraft contractor much earlier in mission support
had concluded that the error budget could be met, it is recommended here that
such early analysis be performed by a third party or by the party responsible for
attitttdo determination data processing.
2. Sun Sensor Recommendation
Given the problems that occurred with sunlight in the IR scanners and that
resulted in control anomalies that reduced the effectiveness of the yaw inter-
polation algorithm, more comprehensive sun data coverage should have been provided.
The six-sun sensor configuration proposed by GSFC before launch would have been
invaluable for the determination of yaw, given the control problems that existed.
Although sun sensor coverage near the zenith was discouraged because unfavorable
geometry caused degraded accuracy, the addition of two or more sun sensors in
this area would have provided increased sun data coverage near zenith, shorter
sun data gaps, and a higher overall determination accuracy.
During the spacecraft design review, a request was made for information
about the behavior of the sun sensors at the times when the sun traversed the
edges of the FOVs. If this information had been communicated, significant pro-
blems in the data processing at these times could have been avoided. Software
specifications to specifically eliminate or analytically correct anomalous data
from the sensors, near and beyond the edges of the FOV, could have been implemented
The obvious advantages would have been efficient and uninterrupted attitude data
processing and possible extension, with some degraded accuracy, of the effective
sun sensor FOV using the fine reticle telemetry data to angles as high as 60
deg from the boresight.
3. Yaw Interpolation Hardware Recommendations
Another alternative to the problem of yaw attitude determination and yaw
interpolation involves the use of the yaw gyro as an attitude determination device.
The yaw gyro was a critical instrument for yaw attitude control using hydrazine
thrusters during orbit adjust maneuvers. For this reason, in addition to the
fact that the gyro had a specified operating lifetime of no more than 30 days of
continuous operation, the use of the gyro data in the attitude determination
I
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system was negated. However, given the problems with yaw interpolation caused
by the sun-interference-induced control anomalies, periodic use of the gyro data
would have been invaluable for testing the yaw interpolation parameters and for
evaluation of the interpolation absolute accuracy. In the pre-launch phase,
during the attitude software specification process, some consideration was given
to include the gyro telemetry data in the attitude telemetry record, but this
data was excluded from the record because of space limitations on the input disk
data set, and because there was low probability that the gyro would be available
for this purpose. Magnetometer data, however, were included, even though the
relative accuracy of this data, limited primarily by the resolution of the tele-
metry word, was known to be insufficient for mission support.
It is, therefore, concluded that during early mission support, a method of
checking the yaw interpolation parameters at all phases of the mission should
have been considered. A schedule of weekly or twice-weekly one-orbit runs with
the yaw gyro "on," during low sun data coverage, could have been a nominal mission
support procedure. A second backup yaw gyro package may have been required for
this support, and, in the event that control anomalies had occurred, more frequent
use of the gyro could have been justified.
	
4.	 Magnetometer Recommendations
Following the discovery that the yaw interpolation accuracy was being
significantly degraded by the spacecraft control anomalies, magnetometer data
was considered as a possible source of more accurate yaw attitude information.
However, the following problems were encountered:
(1) The resolution of the telemetry word (4.4 milligauss) was insufficient
and restrictive for accurate yaw attitude, particularly at the high
latitudes when the horizontal field was low.
(2) The magnetometer triad was ground-calibrated against the sun data, on
the full sun orbits, using a least-squares method, and unusually
large biases were discovered along with evidence for sizable misalign-
ment, crosstalk, or nonorthogonality of the triad.
It is, therefore, concluded that the telemetry word size for the magnetometer data
could have been increased to be comparable to the noise in the magnetometers. A
method of electronically nulling the biases on each axis of the magnetometer could
have assisted the control system in dumping angular momentum. More accurate pre-
launch calibration data from the manufacturer, or pre-launch calibration of the
device once mounted on the spacecraft, would have been desirable.
	
5.	 Software Recommendations
operationally, the Seasat Attitude Determination System (ADS) performed well
after it was corrected for software errors and operational inconvenience. The
Seasat ADS was composed of the following four subsystems: (1) Telemet::y Processor
(TP), (2) Definitive Attitude Determinatioi, System (DADS), (3) Log Interrogation
and Data Management Utility (LIDM), and (4) Yaw Interpolation Utility (YAWINT).
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The software was specified to be modular, with separate load modules for
each major data operation. In view of the Seasat experience, this remains a
recommended design feature if the number of subsystems required for daily mission
support is small. S;sat operations personnel were able to learn the four sub-
systems required for attitude support, and analysis personnel were able to write
detailed operations methods for four subsystems without difficulty.
The DADS could have been used only to apply corrections for biases, oblate-
ness, and horizon altitudes. If no smoothing option had been applied to the data
in the DADS subsystem and ephemeris-related operations could have been performed
only at the output period, a considerable increase in the speed and volume of datz:
processed in a single pass through the DADS could have been realized. Alternative
the array sizes required for data processing could have been reduced, possibly
resulting in a maximum core requirement of 400K bytes for 30 min of data.
YAWINT, which performed yaw interpolation, could have been expanded into an
output data smoother, incorporating whatever smoothing and interpolation method
was necessary for all three functions (pitch, roll, and yaw). Methods such as
Chebyshev fitting or spline fitting procedures to smooth the data and bridge the
gaps in pitch and roll could have been specified as options. However, after view-
ing the repetitious pitch and roll functions from orbit to orbit throughout- a
given day, it became apparent that another method would have worked well; the
average pitch and roll versus mean anomaly, for a given day's data, could have
reliably bridged gaps of up to one orbit in length.
Computations for the log (such as minimum and maximum values) could also
have performed by this subsystem. The logging functions specified for Seasat were
extensive and comprehensive in their goals. During the early post-launch phase,
no daily routine was established for data processing mission support, and because
of excessive problems with the overall mission, analytical and software personnel
were unable to monitor and quality assure the logging aspects of data processing.
Therefore, the log was neglected and never met (nor was required to meet) the
expectations of the specification. If the mission had continued, with time
allocated for leg functions maintenance in all subsystems, the log would have
been invaluable in monitoring and perfecting the data processing procedures.
However, for this mission, as for most missions in the early orbit phase, only a
printed page of statistics for each day processed is necessary for the log. If
this option had been available and no operational interface between the log and
the operator would have been necessary, early mission procedures could have been
simplified, Version 1 of the Seasat software could
	 ve been less complicated, and
acceptance testing could have been simplified. Also, mission support programmers
working on a later version of the software (scheduled for completion 3 to 6 months
after launch) would have been ready and available to assist with software-related
processing problems.
Further specific ground software recommendations are provided by GSFC in
Section 5 of the Reference 2-9.
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APPENDIX
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
	
AD	 Attitude Determination
	
ADS
	
Attitude Determination System
	
AOT	 Attitude Orbit Tracking (Tape)
	
CI.A	 Control Logic Assembly
	
DAD	 Definitive Attitude Determination
	
DADS	 Definitive Attitude Determination System
	
DAF	 Definitive Attitude File
	
DOF	 Definitive Orbit File; Degrees of Freedom
	
EOM	 End of Mission
	
FOV	 Field of View
	
GSFC	 Goddard Space Flight Center
	
IPD	 Information Processing Division (GSFC)
	
IR	 Infrared
	
JPL
	
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
	
LIDM	 Log Interrogation and Data Manageftient Utility
	
LMSC	 Lockheed Missile and Space Company, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA
	
OACS
	
Orbital Attitude Control System
	
PDPS	 Project Data Processing System
	
QA	 Quality Assurance
	
RCS	 Reaction Control System (LMSC)
	
RMS	 Root--Mean-Square
	
RSS	 Root-Sum-Square
A-1
. ­4
SAN Synthetic Aperture Radar
SARA Satellite Alignment Reference Axes
SASS Seasat Scatterometer System
SSM Sensor Support Module
TMDF Telemetry Master Data File
TP Telemetry Processor
w.r.t. with reference to
YAWI.NT
	 Yaw Interpolation Utility
A-2	 NASA—PL—Come, L A Call
